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Anonymous
Donors Give
Millions

Community Celebrates Halloween on Vernon

Funds to Augment
Trin's Endowment
ByBILLCOSGROVE

STAFF WRITER
Trinity issued a press release
Wednesday, Oct. 25 announcing
the donation of $39.5 million
from three anonymous donors.
This contribution is part of a
$300 million campaign that
began last July.
:
"There's a lot of loyalty for
Trinity out there," said Ronald
Joyce, Vice President for College
Advancement. "There is a sense
that this is a place that made a
difference in their lives and they
want to give back. So we're asking a lot of pebp'le."- - - The three donors' anonymity
is contingent on the College
receiving the money, about $12
million of which has been
received already, with the remaining money to be received over
the next five years. All of these
gifts will be added to the
College's endowment.
''In some ways their philanthropy is really impressive
because they're not doing it for
name recognition or status, they
are doing it because they truly
love Trinity College and they

Erin Caner
Dean Alford distributes treats to the trick-or-treaters that came to his door with ACES' Halloween on Vernon event that occurred this past Sunday.
By ALEX HOFFMANN

Dean of Students Fred Alford's house.
Halloween on Vernon was created 15
years ago by the • Area Cooperative
This Sunday, Trinity again played host Educational Services group in Hartford.
to a crowd of local Hartford children and ACES, founded in 1969 in New Haven as a
parents for the annual Halloween on response to the need for a focus on public
Vernon event. Trick-or-treaters came in cos- education in the state, works throughout
tume to enjoy the scares and sweets offered southern Connecticut to improve public
by houses including PRAXIS, Psi Upsilon, education. As an extension of that purAsian American Students Association, and pose, ACES also works to provide events
FEATURES COOTTOBUTOR

that serve the good of the community.
Halloween on Vernon is one such event,
offering what this year's student coordinator, Maggie Rivara '07, calls "A safe, fun
environment for Hartford children arid families to enjoy Halloween."
Given Trinity's somewhat strained relationship with greater Hartford, Halloween
see HARTFORD on page 13

see DEAN on page 4

"Time In"Showcases Movements andSong From Real Inmates
sion of it to perform for the public. Judy Dworin, the company's
artistic director and also co-direc"Time In" is the Judy Dworin tor of Trinity's Theater and
Performance Ensemble's latest Dance Department, used the
masterpiece. It is a fine blend of written texts to develop a script
story, song, and dance about that became the engine for the
time, as experienced by female piece's structure.
inmates at Connecticut's York
The piece began with a poem,
Correctional Institution. "Time written by Dworin, explaining the
In" is the result of a five-day resi- history of the York Correctional
dency at the prison where the Institution. It began as Bridge
company members were encour- Lake Farm, an institution for wayaged to work with the inmates to ward women, before the state
create a multi-dimensional per- took over and slowly began the
formance using the inmate's, real process of changing the plush
feelings and voice. Originally, 32 trees into concrete walls, thus
women from the prison per- forming a prison. The prose was
formed "Time In," and it was the captivating and the voices of the
intention of JDPE to develop the readers were clear and crisp. The
piece further to create an extenreaders were comprised of memBy LAUREN TURUK

ARTS EDITOR

bers of JDPE as well as a group of
three women from the a cappella
group Women of the Cross. On
the side stood another woman,
who translated the entire piece in
sign language. She signed with
such emotion and rhythm that it
seemed as if she were performing
her own dance.
The show had an overall
theme of time, as hinted in the
title. There were songs and dances
dedicated to how the women
spend their time. For the most
part, it seemed that they spent
their time thinking about time:
taking it one day at a time, wishing time would rush, praying for
time to finish. Another moving
see JUDY on page 16
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Breast Cancer Panel

Opinions Contributor Mike
Pontone sings the praises of IDP
students and their contributions
to the Trinity community.

Dean Arm Reuman speaks to
Trinity community about her own
experiences to conclude Breast
Cancer Awareness Month.

Edwin C Pratt
Judy Dworin and her Performance Ensemble examine imprisonment in "Time In."
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Letters to the Editor
centered themes such as human He wrote, in his letter to the
rights violations, the values of Tripod last week, that the outcry
Arbitrary State lines
open borders, the delights about about the defaced EROS chalkings
Joanna Hecht '07
Katy Nolin '08
To The Editorof diversity, and the inevitable and the lack of outcry against the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Lindsay Dakan's passionate objections to this administration defaced Republican chalkings
MANAGING EDITOR
support of Connecticut dairies is (they don't like it), and America's shows Trinity's bias.
NEWS EDITOR
OPINIONS EDITORS
First of all, as one of the two
noble but misplaced. We are one Iraq policy and war against terror.
San-Eou Lan '09
Emma Bayer '07
country, a United States. One the All of these themes seem to wrap perpetrators of the chalkings in
Alec MacColl '09
Joe Tata V8
most brilliant concepts of the themselves into various courses - '04, I'd like to make one thing
founding fathers was to make our from English to History to clear: Nothing was scratched out.
FEATURES EDITORS
ARTS EDITORS
Lizzie Brown '09
Lauren Turlik '09
country an enormous free trade Economics to Art History. The original messages were altered
Katie Dally '09
Daphne Hallett '09
area that has benefited all of us Students are left adrift. How does to change the meaning, but it was
immeasurably. The only thing that this lead - without any opinion still very clear what the meaning of
SPORTS EDITORS
PHOTO EDITORS
distinguishes a Connecticut dairy balance - to a well-rounded the original messages were.
Jon Simonian '07
Edwin C. Pratt '07
from that of Vermont, or New Bantam?
Social protest in the US has a
Ashley Bell '08
Sam Lin '07
York or any other state's dairies is
long
history of "defacing" estabSomehow, all subjects at
ANNOUNCEMENTS EDITOR
DESIGN EDITOR
a state line that is but an accident Trinity seem to come back to lishment propaganda in order to
Giiha Singh '09
Chelsea Nafielberg '09
of politics, and a poor reason to these main themes, despite the fight injustice in this country and
select one dairy over another.
class or department. This is not the rest of the world.
COPY EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGERS
ANDREW TERHUNE
Simply because Republican
Jackie Sparks '09
Nikunj OH '08
my version, nor an image I creatClay Smith '08
CLASS OF 1978
ed of Trinity. This is an image that college students are the mouth
of a hateful, destructive govBabyboomer Profs Bring Trinity has created of itself - and piece
ONLINE EDITOR
CIRCULATION MANAGER
ernment
doesn't mean their mesthe
image
countless
Trinity
profesDavid Pietrocok '08
San-Eou Lan '09
liberal Perspective
sors push each semester, school- sages can't be played with. This is
To the Editor:
wide, on young Trinity students. It distinctly different from hateful
One of the perks of being an goes on every day. Attend a class; chalkings in response to EROS.
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
alum at Trinity comes in receiving you'll see. What I mean to impart Not everyone speaks from the
Nick Ryan '07
letters, mailings, and other- litera- to anyone reading this letter is to same position, and you'll be hard
ture about goings-on around cam- say that every Trinity student is pressed to find an incident of
STAFF WRITERS
pus. Alumni receive literally end- gravely in need of academic bal- Republicans being assaulted for
William Cosgrove '08, Kate Grelle '07, Jenny Moor '08,
less brochures and updates of fac- ance within the classroom, and on being Republicans. Gays, however,
Griha Singla '09, John Rendeiro '09
ulty profiles, guest speakers and the lecture circuit for those speak- are victims of abuse and assault
events at Trinity, in addition to ers Trinity committees invite to across the U.S. (and on Trinity's
SENIOR EDITORS
weekly
e-versions of the Tripod. All campus. Balance is always meas- campus). Unfortunately, not everyChase Anderson '07, Adrienne Ga&hey '07, JuEet Izon '07
of these communications ideally ured. And measured balance helps one will grasp this distinction.
serve to bring Trinity closer to the every Trinity graduate grow into
The anti-Republican chalking
alumni body — and, in turn, alum- life well-positioned, well-equipped, was an act of culture jamming:
ni closer to Trinity.
and well-versed to do great work Taking the establishment message
The Campus Safety report is pus has to offer, in the form of
What I have received in terms and lead good lives, the very foun- and turning it back on itself. It
usually rife with accounts of drunk and often belligerent of mailings in recent years, howev- dation on which the liberal arts wasn't an act of hate and it lies outside the tolerance/intolerance
pulled fire alarms and the occa- Trinity students.
er, makes me question what exact- degree is based.
sional act of vandalism. These
When they have interactions ly is afoot at Trinity and its liberal
As an attorney, I thoroughly dichotomy.
Finally, when will
the
issues should not be dismissed; with students on weekend arts convention. Without ques- enjoy reading foreign newspapers
they reflect poorly on the Trinity evenings, however, they come tion, the large majority of college- and websites in my spare time to Republicans stop trying to play the
community and create unneces- closest to fulfilling their foremost level professors today come from gain perspective of how people in victims? You've controlled this
sary expense. In comparison with obligation: protecting members of one generation: the Vietnam, baby- foreign countries view issues country for the last six years and
the events of the past few week- the Trinity community from our- boomer generation. During their affecting my country. From where you've forced your intolerant posiends, however, they are relatively selves, from each other, and from college careers, they organized I'm sitting, it seems that Trinity tions on gays, women and a host
benign.
strangers. Campus sentiment protests, they gave speeches, they students are badly in need of a lit- of others. You've attacked the
Constitution, .and. have tortured
The student body gives tends to focus on the latter, but it engaged in often violent con- tle perspective themselves.
Campus Safety a lot of flack for is impossible to rest the blame frontations, and, along the way,
CHRISTOPHER C. LOUTIT countless innocent non-citizens (in
its various perceived shortcom- entirely upon the shoulders of the they managed to graduate. They
CLASS OF 2000 direct violation of U.S. and international law). I apologize that
ings. Everything from their lack archetypical "Hartford Local." also impoitandy ushered in "the
Anti-Republican Culture you've
decided to be a mouthpiece
of presence or their over pres- Members of our own campus are new paradigm." Instead of calling
Jamming Not Intolerance for the establishment, but there is
ence, to their fleet of Impalas is starting violent confrontations their behavior as it was - largely
a very dear difference between subwith one another and with cam- destructive and law-breaking, they To the Editor:
up for criticism.
The only interaction many pus safety or police officers who labeled their actions as activism,
Is fighting the sexist, racist and verting establishment messages
acts of solidarity, and progressive — homophobic establishment the and hurling more hate towards an
students have with Campus try to diffuse the situations.
Safety is a parking ticket or a
Violence is deplorable regard- fighting for those who somehow same as discriminating against oppressed minority.
phone call informing them their less of the situation, but it is par- weren't around to fight for them- gays? That's what Michael
JAMES STEVENS
car
has
been
towed. ticularly unfortunate when it is selves. They even wrote thesis Faucette would like you to believe.
CLASS OF 2005
Overwhelmingly,
though, unprovoked or directed toward papers about it, seniors! After their
whether they catch underage stu- someone who is trying to break undergraduate years, some of them
The
dents with alcohol or students up a fight. Trinity should temper joined the Peace Corps, some volparking in faculty spaces, they its fear of outsiders with the real- unteered, some of them taught.
catch us doing something that is ization that there are elements Some went into the private sector,
On a scale of celebrating Trinity's three
against the rules. There is rarely within our often sheltered com- only to leave it. Some did nothing
signature ridiculous weekends to being a
chatter of praise for a quick munity equally capable of harm- for awhile. All of them, though,
Campus Safety response or for ing others, and work to fix inter- returned to college campuses such
grown up*
the feeling of security they often nal failings before retreating fur- as Trinity with a certain perspec*with an excuse to (in order) dress and dance like Madonna, play dress
provide. On the weekends, they ther from the city that surrounds tive. The lifestyle and life-perspecup and eat candy, and hit on recent grads and drink during the day
tive they shared stemmed from
are exposed to the worst our cam- us.
being
a 10 and the idea of choosing between getting a big person job
their collective disdain with tradiThe Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the
or living in a cardboard box being a 1
tional, mainstream parts of
students of Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
American
government
and
Halloween at college: 10
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College
American ideals. Who could fault
Remember when you were a kid, and you got ail
#702582,
them?
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
dressed
up, unrecognizable and invincible, in your
Visit our website at www.trinirytripod.com
Today, these professors control
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues
costume,
and then your mom was like "Here are
the debate at Trinity. Make no mis(1 year).
your raincoat and snowboots." And you were like,
take about it Every Trinity profesEditor-in-Chief
Business Office
(860) 297-2583
(860) 297-2584
"Man, Superman doesn't wear snowboots."
sor goes into class knowing he or
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before she controls a captive audience Sometimes MF loves not having a voice of reason
publication. Letters should be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual.
it"s all about GPA to Trinity stuLetters over 300 words in Jength and opinion submissions over 800 words in length
and responsibility.
will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under
dents, - and they know it - and the
special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names may be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not pubrelationship is set into motion.
lish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or
mittens: 8
Instead of teaching a curriculum
personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
specific to a traditionally liberal
With winter coming, these are a few of MF's
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views or opinions of the Tripod. The editors of the Tripod reserve the right to edit all arts-minded education, they confavorite (cozy) things, but they get points off for
letters for clarity and/or brevity.
stantly digress to preach activistT
Letters may be submitted via:
lack of dexterity.
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Mentor
Program Shifts
Focus
By NICOLE DUBOWTTZ

.

NEWS WRITER

Until this year, First Year Program
mentors lived with their mentees in their
dorms. Starting this semester, mentors
live in housing of their choice and are
required to attend a weekly class taught
by Margaret Lindsey, Director of the
First Year Program. Lindsey helped make
the decision to move the mentors out,
along with last year's Dean of the First
Year Program Katherine Power, Dean of
Students Fred Alford, and former Dean
of Faculty Frank Kirkpatrick.
According to Lindsey, the goal was
"to try to refocus the mentor program
on more academic issues." With the
mentors living in the same dorm as their j
mentees, the role of the mentor and the
Residential Assistant often became confused. Between fire alarms going off and
people throwing up in the hallways,
Lindsey remembers hearing from the
mentors that "we're not really supposed
to deal with the •? behavioral issues."
These issues often caused tension
between the mentor and the mentee.
"The question kept coming up,"
Lindsey said, "if you had to have so
many ... adult presences, why isn't the
behavior better? It was very hard from
the Dean of Student's perspective not to
wonder why the mentors weren't being
[better] developmental models." There
were also "some male mentors who felt
awkward that the only place they could
work on a paper with a female mentee
was in their room."
This decision also went along with
the budget cuts that took place last
spring. Last year, mentors were paid
$3,000 for the year-long seminar, com- j
pared only to $500 for the seminar
shortened to a semester. "We had to
account for how we wanted to use the
money that was invested in the program," said Lindsey, "so, we felt that
where we wanted to make the investment
was not in paying the kids to live in the
dorm, but rather in developing the
[mentor] course, in paying for their
books, in the college giving them additional credit." The mentors are now also
allocated an $800 budget for the semester so they can arrange out-of-the-classroom activities for their mentees.
So far, the arrangement seems to be<
working out. Lindsey said, "the mentors
that I've talked to have all said that they
love their mentees, it's working, and
they're doing different things because j
they aren't in the dorm." She adds that >
some mentors are mentoring for the second time, and they may feel that they've
lost "some personal connection, since
the mentees can't just run down the hall
and ask a quick question, you aren't
brushing your teeth with your mentees,
but the mentors who've never done it
before say, I ' m definitely finding ways
to meet my mentees outside of class, I
feel I'm really helping academically.'"
"I can see from a more distant perspective that the issues that I'm dealing
with with the mentors are definitely
more academic issues than they are persee MENTOR on page 4
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Who Will We Choose in 2006?
Re c e n t l y ,
Trinity's "New
Voters Project"
conducted a survey of 180 students in which they
asked the respondents to list the three most important issues this Election season. The general consensus among those surveyed was that are the war
in Iraq, education reform, and the alleviation of
poverty are the most pressing issues.
The 2006 U.S. Senate race in Connecticut has
proven to be particularly fierce. Yet,
despite the proliferation of campaign ads,
the candidates' stances on these main
issues have not been clearly articulated.
Though many Trinity students are not registered to vote in
Connecticut, the
outcome of the
Senate race is
still
important.
The decisions the
winner will face,
the bills that he will sponsor, and the policies he
will advocate will impact Americans as a whole.
The following is a primer on the five (yes, five!)
candidates for Senator, and their respective stances
on the war, education, and poverty, (see page 5 for
the breakdown)
The Senate race has overshadowed all the other
races in Connecticut, including that for
Connecticut governor. The Republican incumbent,
M. Jodi Rell, took office when the former governor, John Rowland, was forced to resign due to corruption charges. Rell was serving as Lieutenant
Governor under Rowland at the time. (Rowland
subsequently spent one year in jail when these accusations were proven to be correct.)
Rell has
enjoyed an approval rating of close to 80 percent
since she took office in July 2004. In the two years
she has served as Governor, she signed into law a
By KATE GRELLE
STAPF WRITER

bill legalizing civil unions and one that reinstates
Connecticut's estate tax, which is levied specifically at those residents whose assets exceed two million dollars. This law was particularly noteworthy
since it was advocated by Democrats and opposed
by many in Rell's own party.
Her Democratic challenger is the current
Mayor of New Haven, John DeStefano. DeStefano
has been re-elected to his current post six times.
According to his campaign Web site, his record
includes cutting New Haven's crime rate in half,
:reating thousands of new
J o b s , improving the
publ ie schools, and
New
st ewarding
Haven's transition From its
economy
to a successful
i new
economy."
i One of the key
pieces
of
DeStefano's platform
is his intention to set up a system of universal
health care throughout the state. If this is successful, all residents of Connecticut would have access
to medical treatment regardless of their income.
Clifford Thornton is also running as the Green
Party candidate for Governor. Thornton is a
retired businessman. His platform includes a progressive new drug policy that is unique from that
of any of the other gubernatorial candidates.
According to his Web site, "Alcohol prohibition
lasted only 13 years because these symptoms of failure were so obvious to Americans. The drug war
has been much more effective in confusing people
and blurring the issues. It has truly bamboozled
otherwise intelligent folks with fear. It has has
made drugs seem worse than they are, so people
see CONNECTICUT

on page 5

Students Unhappy with CCI as Rooms Empty
By BILL COSGROVE

STAFF WRITER
The 40 students that Trinity was housing
off campus at the Connecticut Culinary
Institute in September are now down to
approximately 20 and there are empty
rooms at the facility that the College is paying for. Additionally, the majority of students who have lived at CCI say that they
were frustrated with their housing situation
and would not recommend living there if
conditions do not change.
Trinity students have been housed at
CCIthis year due to a housing crunch exacerbated by the arrival of the Class of 2010,
which is the largest class in the College's history. CCI is a former luxury hotel built by
Aetna that is located 1.4 miles away from
campus, on the corner of Farmington
Avenue arid Sigourney Street. It includes an

indoor basketball court, a 3,500 square-foot
fitness center, and a restaurant that is staffed
by the culinary students.
Most of the rooms at CCI are doubles
complete with air-conditioning, private bathrooms, cable television, desks, and chairs.
The sixth floor, where Trinity students are
housed, has two lounges, an ice machine,
and laundry facilities for residents to use.
Since the beginning of the academic
year, about half of the students living at CCI
have either moved back on campus as rooms
became available or have chosen to remove
themselves from Trinity's residential system
altogether and are now living independently
off campus. Associate Director for
Residential Life Susan Salisbury explained
how rooms on campus become available.
"Every fall there are students who do not
show up," she said. "There are also cases
where a first-year student will arrive and stay

one or two days and realize this is not the
place or time for them to be at Trinity and
withdraw, which opens up spaces." Once
those spaces on campus became available,
the Office of Residential life was able to
offer students living at CCI on campus
housing according to the established lottery
number order.
Director of Business Operations Alan
Sauer explained that the College's agreement
with CCI calls for Trinity to commit to 40
rooms. "Even though there are fewer students than that living there, Trinity will
honor its commitment," he said, while noting that the College has also committed to
reserving a full floor of 44 rooms for next
year. "By December of this year the College
will determine what changes may be needed
for next year's relationship." Because the
see TRINITY on page 6
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$39.5 Million Will Fund Faculty Chairs, Marketing, Endowment
continued from page 1
truly care about today's generation and future generations of
Trinity students having a really
high quality educational experience," Joyce said. "That is the
epitome of philanthropy as far
as I'm concerned."
The endowment of an organization is a sum of money that is
kept in deposited in a bank,
which the organization spends
using the interest earned from
the deposited monies.
The $39.5 million will go
towards three causes. It will help
fund six new endowed chairs for
faculty members. Chairs for distinguished faculty members are
endowed for three million dollars, which goes towards the
salary, benefits of that faculty
member, and special research
projects.
The second area the money
will go towards is attracting
international students, particularly those from Eastern Europe.
One of the donors believes that
Trinity would be greatly benefited by the addition of more students from foreign countries.
"There's a learning experience
for both sets of parties that
makes Trinity simply more
diverse in a global kind of. way,"
said Joyce.
Thirdly, the gift will go

towards the general endowment.
Trinity's endowment is currently
valued at $380 million. The
income from the endowment
goes towards about 19 percent of
the school's $100 million operating budget. Tuition covers 71
percent of the operating budget,
which is a number that will
hopefully be lowered by this
campaign. The other 10 percent
is covered by the annual fund
and other contributions.
"We'd like to reduce tuition
dependency," said Joyce. "We
don't want to be reliant on
tuition as we are. We're 71 percent reliant on tuition today."
This does not mean that
tuition will be lowered, but that
the college will have to rely less
on it. "Our ambition is to raise
$95 million in new endowments
for financial aid [...] We think
that brings vitality to the campus - to have a mix of interesting people. And we don't want
the $43,000 cost to be prohibitive to everyone out there."
Making Trinity a more
diverse community is not limited to skin color. "While we
appreciate those that are fullpaying students, we want to have
a diversity of students," said
Joyce. "And I don't mean diversity necessarily in terms of skin
color. It could be in religious
persuasion. It could be in tal-

ents. It could be in where they ties, which speaks a great deal nationally-ranked liberal arts colcome from in the world. That's about the positive impression leges/' President Jones said in a
real diversity, mixing all of those Trinity leaves on its alumni. press release. "High caliber faculDespite this, the College still ty and students are at the core of
things together."
Trinity's endowment is only ranks behind both Williams and a college's excellence; and the
size and breadth of a college's
a quarter of that of Williams Amherst.
(about $1.5 billion) and about a
The money that has so far endowment seeds education
third of that of Amherst ($1.2 been donated is in pledges, and opportunity. These commitbillion). With a larger endow- not all of it has been received. It ments to Trinity are simply
ment, Trinity hopes to raise the will come into the college's extraordinary, and very stratequality of its academics, as well hands over the coming years. gic."
This anonymous donation is
as elevate the reputation and the "Colleges either improve themselves or they fall behind," Joyce a large step towards the positive
visibility of the college.
"If we [successfully complete said. "There's no standing still. changes the College has in
the campaign] then we'll have President Jones and the trustees mind. "Philanthropic dollars are
tools to allow positive growth to
done a good job of making us • want to improve us."
"There are two irrefutable happen for the college," Joyce
less reliant on tuition, having
more financial aid resources for facts about the excellence of said.
students, having more endowed
chairs so that quality faculty can
The Gavel: SGA This Week
be recognized, or that, if we have
the need, we can recruit people
New lighting On Campus
from the outside," Joyce said.
The lighting on campus is a serious problem. On Monday the SGA
"Among other things, give
continued talks about the lighting problem and hopes to get lighting
faculty development money, give
for the area between the Cinestudio and the Library. Another area of
the faculty money so that they
conversation was Crescent Street lighting; this would increase safety
can take a look at our curricufor this area stemming from the recent attacks.
lum and decide 'Do we need to
modernize it here or there?' or
New Club Approval
whatever the case may be [...]
On Monday Oct. 30, 2006, the SGA approved funding for a new
There's a lot of stuff in this camgroup. The group is the Literary Club, which plans to use the fundpaign that's really about stuing to put out a magazine every semester. Contact Pat Tucker with
dents. I'd argue almost all of it,
any questions about getting involved.
ultimately, is about the student
experience," Joyce said.
New SGA Logo Picked; Be on the Look Out
Trinity's alumni participation, at around 55 percent, is in
Composed by Reid Vineis '10
the top eight hi the nation
among all colleges and universi-

News In Brief
Professor Wins Prestigious Bode-Pearson Prize
Paul Lauter, the Allan K. and Gwendolyn Miles Smith Professor of Literature
at Trinity College, has been selected as the recipient of the American Studies
Association's Bode-Pearson Prize for Outstanding Contributions to American
Studies. Lauter teaches American literature, specializing in the early 19th century and in contemporary multicultural writing. The Bode-Pearson Prize, established in 1975, is one of the oldest and most prestigious awards in American
Studies. The prize is awarded periodically at the annual meeting of the
American Studies Association and includes lifetime membership in the ASA for
the recipient. The prize,named for two of the founders of the American Studies
field, Carl Bode and Norman Holmes Pearson, is awarded to an individual for
a lifetime of achievement and service within the field of American Studies.
Chartered in 1951, the American Studies Association is the nation's oldest and
largest organization devoted to the interdisciplinary study of American culture
and history. Lauter was the 2001 recipient of the annual Jay Hubbell medal for
lifetime achievement in American Literary Study awarded by the American
Literature Section of the Modern Language Association.

Robert Edward Smith Granted Ascaplus Award
Trinity College Composer-in-Residence Robert Edward Smith has been
selected to receive an ASCAPlus award for 2006 - 2007. The purpose of the
special awards, which have been given each year since 1960, is to reward
writers whose works have a unique prestige value for which adequate compensation would not otherwise be received, and to compensate those writers whose works are performed substantially in media not surveyed by
ASCAP. Smith has composed chamber, orchestral, choral, and vocal music
for ensembles of all kinds, ranging from for violin and piano to symphony
orchestra. He has been composer-in-residence at the Trinity College Chapel
since 1979, and held the same position at St. John's Memorial Chapel at the
Episcopal Divinity School, Cambridge, Massachusetts from 2002 to 200 3.
Smith has also been the administrator of the Trinity College Summer
Chamber Music Series since 1998.

Mentor Role Diminished
in Revamped Program
Then again, some, including
Lindsay, are pleased by this kind
of arrangement. "The mentors
sonal issues," Lindsey said.
are
putting themselves in Peter
Chris Basler '07, mentoring for
the second year, said that "The B's a lot, and because they also
living situation, while improved, now have a separate budget
means many mentors seldom see ...[they can] buy coffee and meet
their students." His mentees the mentees. in Eeter B's which
happen to live close to him, but means their kids come to the
if they lived across campus, he'd library more."
"barely see them
Current freshat all." He also
men do not seem
thinks that the
"The mentors that I've to mind living
content of the
talked to have all said separately from
mentors'
new
their
mentors,
that they love their
class should be
and do not know
passed "directly
mentees, it's working,
any
different.
to the first-year
Lily Ventrell '10
and
they're
doing
difstudents, rather
was surprised to
ferent things because find out menthan
through
mentors
who
they aren't in the
tors used to live
already know it."
with
their
dorm."
continued from page 3

Z a b r i n a
mentees.
"My
Mclntyre '07, a
mentor has come
-Director of the First
first-time mento the lounge in
tor, wishes menYear Program Margaret my dorm to
tors still lived
meet with anyLindsey
with
their
one who wants
to discuss an
mentees.
"I was really looking forward upcoming paper with him," she
to that informal interaction that said, "and we can reach him by eyou can get in the dorms, versus mail or phone. Even though he
only classroom activities," she doesn't live with us, he is still very
said. The closing of the dorms available."
was an unexpected obstacle for
The consequences of the
the new living arrangement, and change will still take a couple
has also led to some problems years to analyze before any perwith communication.
manent decision is,made. With
"Our students can't get into all the feedback that will be
our dorms. So I'm holding coming in, Lindsay plans to "use
office hours in the Cave, as all [the mentee, mentor, and facopposed to running down and ulty] evaluation forms. And we
having to let them into my will be very open to [...] looking
building every time," Mclntyre at other ways [to run the First
said.
Year Program]."
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Ned Lamont (D)
Lamont is one of the two high profile candidates running for U.S. Senator this season. He beat incumbent Joe
Iieberman in the -Democratic primaries. His Web site provided information on his background:
"Ned founded his own company, Lamont Digital
Systems, in 1984. He's a graduate of both Harvard and the
Yale School of Management and a former newspaper editor.
{...] He spent eight years in local government, chaired the
state investment advisory council, and served on the many
civic boards. He also runs a business training program for
Bridgeport High School students."
War in Iraq: Lamont believes that it was a mistake to
invade Iraq. He explains that "staying the course" is no
longer a plausible strategy. Instead, "we [should] continue to
provide logistical and training support as long as we are
asked, our frontline military troops should begin to be redeployed and our troops should start heading home."
Poverty: Lamont claims that enforcing fair trade policies
between the U.S. and China would lead ta a decrease in outsourcing. As a result, the domestic job market would
improve and more of those who are currently unemployed
would find work and secure a dependable income.
Education: Lamont is opposed to the No Child Left
Behind Act's emphasis on standardized testing. He believes
that universal pre-school would "give kids a head start and
offer their parents the best chance at providing for the
household [...] What our country spends in one year in Iraq
could provide a year's free tuition at the University of
Connecticut for every college freshman-aged American and
Head Start for every four-year-old. We need to refocus our
resources and our attention on the children and young people here."

Alan Schiesinger (R)
His campaign Web site notes that
/'for 20 years, Alan Schiesinger has been
serying the citizens of Connecticut at the
local and state level. Now, he wants to
take that experience and make a difference for all of us in the U.S. Senate. As a
two term Mayor of the City of Derby
and a six term State Representative, Alan
has extensive legislative experience as well
as working knowledge of the challenges that our towns and
cities currently face."
War in Iraq: Schiesinger believes that troops in Iraq
should be reduced by 50 percent within a year. He believes
doing so will not only benefit our troops, but it will also
benefit the Iraqis because it will allow.them to attain a
degree of autonomy without our military support.
Poverty: According to his "On the Issues" Web site,
Schiesinger believes that welfare recipients should be
required to spend a minimum of 40 hours a week on a combination of work and training programs. He also supports
housing for welfare recipients. No further information is
provided on this Web site, nor are issues of poverty specifically addressed on his campaign site.
Education: Like Ferrucci, Schiesinger believes that parents should be allowed to use vouchers to send their children to pubHc, private, and religious schools.

(CL) Joe Lieberman

Ned Lamont (left) and Joe Lieberman
are vying for the Connecticut Senate.
Polls show Lieberman with a lead
over his opponent.

Senator Lieberman is an 18 year incumbent to the U.S.
Senate. The Democratic primaries, which garnered nationwide attention, resulted in victory for Lamont. Lieberman
chose to continue his bid for the Senate under his own party,
"Connecticut for Lieberman."
According to his Web site, Joseph Lieberman "received
his bachelor's degree from Yale University in 1964 and his
law degree from Yale Law School in 1967. Senator lieberman
was first elected to the United States Senate in 1988. In 2000,
he was Al Gore's running mate, in one of the most controversial elections of the century. He is now seeking his fourth
term in the U.S. Senate."
War in Iraq: Lieberman articulated his beliefs on the Iraq
war policy in a Time Magazine article 0une 25),. "I'm not for
an open-ended [commitment] but I don't want to leave like
that," he said, snapping his fingers. Lieberman has galvanized
the left at a time when it's eager to flex its political muscle
by attacking Democrats who don't tow the party line.
Education: Iieberman's Web site notes that "he has
pushed for expanding Pell grants, for education-related tax
relief for middle- and low-income families, and for improved
coordination between grades K-12 and colleges to ensure that
high school graduates have the skills they need to succeed."
Poverty: "By expanding the Earned Income Tax Credit,
increasing the supply of affordable child care, reforming tax
policies that hurt working families, making sure absent parents live up to their financial obligations, promoting access
to home ownership and other wealth-building assets, and
refbcusing other social policies on the new goal of rewarding
work, we can create a new progressive guarantee: No
American family with a full-time worker will live in poverty."

Timothy Knibbs (CC)
Knibbs is a Connecticut native who received his BS
Ralph Ferrucci (I)
in Math Education from Maranatha Baptist Bible
College in Watertown, WI. He now works for UPS fullRalph Ferrucci graduated from Paier
time and is an active member of Teamsters local 671.
Art School earlier this year with a degree
He has been active with the Concerned Citizens Party
in education. He currently works as a
since 1992.
delivery truck driver for Pepperidge
War in Iraq: During the candidates' debate in
Farms. He served as an office manager
October, Knibbs expressed his belief that "the United
for one of Ralph Nader's campaign
States had no constitutional, legal or moral ground to
offices in 1999, and more recently has
invade Iraq." He believes that American troops should
volunteered his time working for "Food
be withdrawn from Iraq immediately. .
Not Bombs," an organization devoted to
Education: Knibbs advocates the use of school feeding the poor.
War in Iraq: Ferrucci stated during the Oct. 18 candivouchers so that parents will have the option to choose
which public, private, or religious school their children dates' debate that "We really need to pull these troops out
attend. According to his Web site, "The government right now." This sentiment is also expressed on his Web site,
should not have a monopoly over children's minds. but no further details are provided.
Education and Poverty Issues: According to his Web
Parents have the" primary right to direct the education
site, Ferrucci is opposed to the No Child Left Behind Act,
of their children."
•
Poverty: Knibb's feels that the welfare system has claiming that "it will end up leaving most children behind."
compromised the work ethic of its recipients. In addi- He also contends that "college tuition for state colleges
tion, according to the national party's Web site, "the should be free; doing so will help to end poverty. People of
government's economic and regulatory policies have lower income wiE have the ability to go to college and be
undermined the ability of our citizens to obtain work. able to move out of the slums. They than can make a betCharity, and provision of welfare to those in need, is not ter life for themselves and their families ... More and more
a Constitutional responsibility of the federal govern- people will be getting college degrees and leaving their
ment [...] We encourage individuals, families, churches, $10,000 a year job, which they probably pay no or little
civic groups and other private organizations, to fulfill taxes on, to a job that pays thirty thousand dollars a year
[...] This plan also can help end welfare."
their personal responsibility to help those in need."

Connecticut Midterm Elections Feature Diverse Candidates
continued from page 3
are willing to sink more money
into the failed policies. Billions
of dollars and lives have been
wasted with misery, hysteria,
intolerance, and violence the
results. [We need to] bring marijuana, heroin, ecstasy, methamphetamine, and cocaine under
control. The only way to do that
is to bring them under the law,
not to exclude them from legal
regulation."
The final gubernatorial candidate is Joseph A. Zdonczyk of
the Concerned Citizen's Party.
He is ardently opposed to the
campaign finance reform law
signed into law by Governor
Rell. In addition, his party is
strongly opposed to abortion.
According to the New Haven
Independent (Sept. 5,. 2006),
"Zdonczyk doesn't raise money
or organize a campaign. He said
he signed a form with -the

Secretary of State's Office promising not to raise or spend more
than $1,000. 'Way back in 1990,
I did get a contribution from a
gentleman who is now deceased.
$5,000,' he said. 'That was the
last big one.'"
So, that's the run-down. In
just one week, eight of the 10
candidates will be voted off the
island. At this point, victory is
not guaranteed for any particular candidate.
By the way, are you interested in getting involved in the
political process in these final
two weeks, but are afraid that
it's already too late? If so, you're
in luck! In case you missed the
posting on the Trinity Exchange,
"The
Connecticut
River
Watershed Council is working
on an important referendum in
the greater Hartford that would
allow the region to improve its
water and treatment systems that
currently deposits over one bil-

lion gallons of waste into the
Connecticut River and local
waterways.
"The CRWC is looking for
volunteers for its phone-banking
operations for the next two
weeks, every Tuesday through
Thursday, from 5:30 p.m. to
8:00 p.m. at the Murtha Cullina
law office
in
downtown
Hartford, and the next two
Mondays at MP Guinan's firm
near the Hartford
Public
Library. Refreshments will be
provided.
"Volunteers are also needed
on Election Day to stand at the
polls for about three hours to
distribute palm cards to support
this referendum."
If you are interested in any of
these opportunities, please contact David Fuller at the
Connecticut River Watershed
Council at (860) 407-0057 or via
e-mail at dfuller@ctriver.org.
Happy voting!

Candidates for Connecticut Government 2006
Governor
V.S. Senate
Incumbent M. Jodi Rell (R)
Incumbent Joe Lieberman (CL)
John DeStefano (D)
Alan Schiesinger (RJ
Joseph Zdonczyk (CC)
Ned Lamont (D)
Cliff Thornton <G)
Timothy Knibbs (CC)
Joe! SchweideS (I)
% . ,«•**.
Ralph Ferrucci (G)
Lt Governor
Michael FedeSe (R)
Mary Glassman (D)

1st Congressional District
Incumbent John Larson (D)
Scott MacLean (R)

Attorney General
Incumbent Richard
Robert Farr (R)
Nancy Burton (G)

Comptroller
fancy Wyman (D)
Cathy Cook (R)

Treasurer
Incumbent Denise
Linda Roberts (R)
David Bue(G)

Secretary of Stats
>ent Susan Bysiewicz (D
Richard Abbate (R)

CC: Concerned Citizens
CL: Connecticut for Lieberman D: Democrat G: Green Party
I: Independent R: Republican
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Trinity Must Honor CCI Commitment

Campus Safety Report
The following events took
place between OcL 28 and
Get 29 on campus:

dent who moved from CCI back Internet server.
on campus. "Am I glad that I
"I understand that these things
contractual agreement is between moved out of CCP My gladness happen with schools and last
two private entities, Sauer could level is through the roof," he said. minute decisions must be made,
OcL 28
not disclose any of the financial "I was more than ready to get out but there could have been better
11:41
p.m.:
Campus Safety
terms and conditions of the con- [...] There's no way I would have planning to work out these probresponded
to
an incident at
tract, including how much the col- ever stayed at my cramped lair at lems," said Fisher. "There's no reaHigh
Rise
dormitory.
Students
CCI instead of moving into new son why it shouldn't be running
lege is paying for each room.
tried
to
put
another
student
When asked if the empty quarters." Mannen noted that the perfectly."
into
a
vehicle
to
transport
her
rooms at CCI are a waste of the main reason he disliked CCI was
When asked if he would recomto
the
hospital.
The
female
stuCollege's resources, Dean of the inconvenience of being off mend CCI to other students he
dent
was
intoxicated
and
vomStudents Fred Alford said, "We campus and the expensive parking said, "At this point, I would say
iting violently.
have to provide enough beds for fees (which are upwards of $2,000 only if you have a car and are willper
year)
that
made
it
impractical
all the students who have indicated
ing to pay the exorbitant parking
that they will be returning [for the for students to bring their cars to fees." Fisher hopes that the College
Oct29
next school year]. Inevitably and the facility and forced them to rely markets CCI "in a very honest way
1:00 a.m.: Campus Safety
for various reasons, students will on an inconsistent shuttle system that doesn't hide any of the truths
received a call about a fight
change their plans and beds open for transportation to and from about it." He explained that most
outside of Psi U. Officers
up. Thus while empty beds could campus.
students were unaware of the high
arrived along with the
Ashley Swiggett '09 used to live parking fees before they decided to
be viewed as a wasted resource, it is
Hartford Police, and they were
very difficult to avoid having at CCI before renting an off cam- live there and were expecting
told that two students had
pus apartment on Crescent Street ' Internet service from the beginsome."
assaulted another student
Alford's sense is that the CCI with two friends. "My time at CCI ning. Fisher also thinks that if
Other fights also broke out,
experiment has not been popular, was a disaster between my classes Trinity was able to subsidize stuand they iater gathered that
but there were a "handful of peo- and practice [...] the shuttle never dent parking fees at the facility
one
of the fights had broken
ple [who] enjoy the accommoda- worked [and] there were no Trinity more students would be willing to
out
because
of an exchange of
kids ever there," she said. "I'm glad live there and the quality of the
tions."
words.
One
of the assaulting
Salisbury admitted that, "It is to be on my own and never have experience would be much higher.
students
ran
away and
to
deal
with
Trinity
housing
again."
obvious that residents have experi"Next semester, there is a possiCampus
Safety
officers and
enced some issues with CCI [...]
Fisher believes that living at bility that the vacant rooms at
Hartford Police gave chase to
However, many of our residents CCI is better than renting an CCI will be filled up by students
the individual until they
did say that the facility is beautiful apartment, where one would have returning from study abroad pro[and] the food is great but they to deal with furnishings, paying for grams," said Salisbury, who
caught up with the individual
missed the feeling of community." utilities, and living in a potentially explained that since some students
in the area outside the Bistro.
Indeed, CCI residents report unsecure area. But his assessment complete their degree requirements
During the struggle to apprethat there is no sense of communi- of CCI is that it is a "poorly in December and others withdraw
hend the individual, Campus
ty at CCI because most students thought out, last minute solution from the College after the fall
Safety officer Martin Torres
go to campus early in the morning for Trinity's housing crisis." He semester, "It is difficult to predict
suffered injuries to his knee
for classes and do not return until said that a lack of Internet service what occupancy will be in the and is currently under medical
late at night Jordan Fisher '08, a at the hotel and inefficient shuttle spring."
care. The individual was arrestResidential Assistant at CCI, said service led to "a lot of frustration"
Mannen had this advice for
ed by the Hartford Police and
that there is very little interaction for students. The Internet was students considering living at CCI:
was charged with interfering
finally set up, so that CCI resi- "For other students, I would say
between students there.
with police and assault The
Will Mannen '09 was one stu- dents could connect to the Trinity this: avoid CCI at all costs."
continued from page 3

incident is still under investigation from Campus Safety and
the Dean of Student's office.
1:28 a.m.: Campus Safety
responded to an incident at
off-campus housing at 1730
Broad St Residents of
Anadama visited the residence, which was checking
IDs. A group of students tried
to enter the house using force
and punched a young man at
the front door. The victim did
not sustain any serious
injuries.
1:55 a.m.: Campus Safety
arrived at Anadama dormitory
to find the front door was
smashed. The incident is being
investigated.
2:55 a.m.: An intoxicated student at the Psi Upsilon fraternity was very combative and
aggressive with Campus
Safety officers. After calming
the student down, TCERT
arrived and the student was
taken to the Hartford
Hospital.
7:40 a.m.: An incident of vandalism in High Rise dormitory
was reported to Campus
Safety. Trash was all over the
first, second, fourth, and seventh floor.
7:53 a.m.: Incidents of vandalism were reported in the area
outside St Anthony Hall.
Vehicles had their windshields
smashed. The matter is being
investigated by Campus
Safety.
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An Open Letter to 70-Year-Old1 Alums
By MIKE ROBINSON
OPINIONS WRITER

offensive and oversaturated, and
Trinity is no different. Most of
the school is actually run by
groups of roving warlords, known
:Dear
70- as "fraternities." If you thought
year-old alumni: that Elvis was bringing the music
We all know of the devil, then Trinity students
what it's like to today are full out Satanists.
be close to fifty Huddled in basements along
years removed Vernon Street, scantily clad girls
from
our dance suggestively to songs domiTrinity experi- nated by bass. Frank Sinatra
ence. Well, I don't, but you do. would be rolling over in his grave.
Even so, when you come back to
Frat boys drink
campus
for
so much beer
Homecoming this
Most of the school is
they
vomit.
weekend, you have
After
all
this
actually run by groups
no choice but to
horrendous
of roving warlords,
realize that a few
behavior, all the
things
have
known us "fraternities.' kids go home
changed about our
and sleep with
If you thought that
beloved school. It
each other, withElvis was bringing the out any care for
took changes to the
buildings, classes
outdated terms
music of the devil,
offered,
faculty,
like
"love" or
then Trinity students
administration, and
"self respect."
today are full out
the minor decision
Though
the
to allow girls to
"Camp
Trin'
Satanists.
attend the school
Trin" moniker
for
Trinity to""•-?
may be dead, a
become what it is
more
appropriate
"Club Trin X"
today, and you should be very
has
taken
over.
Long
gone are the
afraid. The students here have, in
days
where
good
parents
like June
fact, become monsters, and, unless
and
Ward
Cleaver
had
to look
you follow the guidelines I set
after
that
troublemaking
Beaver.
forth for you here, you won't
In
fact,
even
"beaver"
has
a
more
make it back home without at
sinister
meaning
now.
All
the
least being verbally belittled.
while,
the
intellectual
atmosphere
Culture in general has become

f

of the school is being stifled
(according to credible sources like
Tripod writers, at least). So, in
order to fit in over the weekend,
all you need to do is debase yourself and your morals, focus solely
on partying, and live only for
instant gratification. Then you'll
get a taste of what Trinity students
go through every day, since
nobody does any school work or
anything of intellectual merit here.
Do not, under any circumstance, insult anyone or anything
related to the school, unless it is
on this list: the administration,
conservatives, anyone with a negative reaction to anything that is
termed "gay," students with honest criticism of their peers, athletes, people who drink, and
George W. Bush. Besides those,
everything is off limits and will be
responded to with a harsh
Opinions piece in the Tripod that
doesn't address your criticism correctly and unfairly demeans you.
Unless you conform to a strict idealistic and moral mindset, you will
be called closed minded and ignorant. It's enough to make you
think Joe McCarthy is back in
action. Blaming groups on the
aforementioned list for any prob*
lems that the school has, from
monetary concerns to image probsee TIMES on page 9

IDP Students Add Vitality to Campus
By MIKE PONTONE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
They can
be found in
many corners
of many classrooms. Quite
often sitting by
themselves,
they" tend to
take to take the most conscientious notes and hang on thenProfessors' every word. I find
that a lot of them gravitate
towards Peter B's, and I wonder
why. I am speaking of course of
Trinity's Individualized Degree
Program students, and wherever
they are located, I can honestly
say that, in my humble opinion,
IDP students are awesome.
Now let me stop myself
before I get too far sucked into
that generalization. Not all IDP
students are the same. Dollars to
doughnuts there are IDP students on the Trinity campus
whom I would not like if I got
to know them; however, I have
yet to meet these people. The
IDP students I've come into
contact with have been some of
the warmest, most caring, and
intellectually curious people on
this campus.
Before I sing their praises, I
should first make clear what
being an IDP student entails.
IDP students must be at least 23
years old; while they can transfer
credits from other universities,
neither an associate's degree nor
SAT. scores are required for

admittance to Trinity. In fact, a
couple of IDP students whom
I've talked to never even graduated from high school, having
earned their GEDs instead.
All these exceptions lead to
some very interesting backgrounds among the IDP students, backgrounds much more
interesting than my own and the
vast majority of my fellow students* histories of private
school, college advisors, and
countless Kaplan prep sessions,
I'm sure.
Now let me finally begin to answer the question of why I
love IDP students. Firstly, I love
IDP students because they fuel
my curiosity. Whenever I see
one,.-the same questions come to
mind: Who are they? How were
the choices they made in their
lives different from mine? What
have they had to overcome?
What were they before they were
students? What will they be
after they earn their degree?
Luckily, I have found that IDP
students are, by far, the most
talkative demographic on campus, and to learn the answers to
any of these questions, all anyone has to do is ask. Secondly,
they tend to have an abundance
of life experience; the fascinating stories which are a product
of that experience can keep me
entertained for quite some time.
Thirdly, I find that IDP students
are much more self-assured of
their identity and what they
want in life than the average
Trinity student, including me.

This leads to them being very
pro-active both inside and outside of class. But most importantly, IDP students have something which I have found many
students on campus lack severely, including, once again, me.
The IDP students I have come
into contact with have an amiability and warmth that seems to
allow them to approach and
attempt to engage any member
of the college community. The
IDP students have little concern
over cliquishness, posing, or any
sort of meaningless social ranking that some Trinity students
have attempted to designate for
themselves.
They look everyone in the
eye and express interest in everything, ranging from the landscaper's daily routine to the
posh fashion choices of Trinity's
debutants. What I love about
the IDP students more than anything else is their fearlessness to
take social risks, fail, and then
turn right around and take risks
again.
I challenge any one of you
normal, 18 to 21-year-old Trinity
students to strike up a conversation with any IDP student you
know; no matter how cursory
your relationship with them may
be. I'm sure you will be greeted
with open arms and warmth.
Now be prepared: if you start
talking to these people, there is
the possibility that you will be
shocked.
I know, I've been
see CELEBRATE on page 9

Beastie Boys Introduced
Marketing Authenticity
ByWILLMANNEN
OPINIONS WRITER

Sure, rnaybe Tom Jones had a
monster voice. Maybe Earth,
Wind, and Fire knew how to get
Check this down with the disco lights like it
out: marketing was nobody's business. But the
and the Beastie Beasties owned the revolution of
Boys go really, prime time badness.
really
well
And all those punks from the
together. It's '80s completely fell for it. Now
even hard to they could support a group that
say which one's opposed society's unjust promothe peanut butter and which tion of talent. You know you can
one's the jelly. Maybe they both easily see them in their denim
are.
and leather, saying, "Dude, slam
For real, just imagine MCA, that Beastie mix tape! It's so
Mix
Master
n a s t y ! "
"Definitely - but
Mike, Ad-Rock,
So
instead
of
being
just
wait,
Knight
and Mike D back
Rider
starts
in
in
the day,
another bottle of diet
two."
You get
bringin'
home
Surge, the Boys became the picture.
that slammed-out
seventeenth-century
So instead of
jam. They defibeing
just anothnitely could have
pirate ale. They adopter bottle of diet
taught us a few
ed a whole new staple Surge, the Boys
marketing
tips
... They embody the
became
seven(before they went
teenth-century
mellow).
But
best qualities for corpirate ale. They
how?
porate marketing.
adopted a whole
It starts with
They
were
genuine,
new
staple.
style, since qualiNothing
could
ty doesn't matter.' bold, and, all the while,
have
been
more
The Boys had
not that great.
authentic
than
some
massive
that Beastie jugtricks up their
sleeves, like readily accessible gernaut. And that's why they
lyrics. Even today, you always embody the best qualities for corknow exactly when it's time to porate marketing. They were genparty hard, and/or when it's time uine, bold, and, all the while, not
that great.
to hear about brass monkeys.
Just look at their imposters.
They were also pretty self-deprecating. People don't realize Among them: Vanilla Ice. Okay,
that their declared "Right to I'm also the last person in the
Party," was actually a euphemism world who wants to down on
for their "Right to Suck." Now, Vinny. And, to be sure, wherever
look, I'm the last person in the he's flippin' pancakes these days,
world who wants to down on you know it's a real nice, gourthem - this in fact points to their met-like place. Even so, let's be
real. While the Beastie Boys tritranscending genius.
The Beasties were wicked for umphed at being bad, Vinny I.
one big reason: they knew they failed at being good.
Why? Here's a hint: there's
were sub-par, and they didn't
care. It even made them better. something about mixing Ninja
They went so far as to exploit it Turtles with dancing that's just
because they were just way too too good to be true. You can tell
When you look
cool for skill.
This caused an enormous
about-face in the music industry.
see BEAUTY on page 9
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Dear Jimmy

President Jones

Answers
Students'
Questions

Question: to what degree
does Trinity have a retention
problem within the student
body and what can be done
about it?
Many who may not have
the facts can extrapolate from
student comments in ways that
are not demonstrably accurate.
Here is a very good example.
The data sets kept at the
"""'""
—WM—w—o University of South Carolina's
Center For The Study Of The First-Year Experience indicate that perhaps as many as forty percent of all students might ponder transferring from their initial college or university choice at some particularly vulnerable time in their first two years (four semesters). Here at
Trinity, I was initially concerned some years back that we might be
losing more of our brighter students, and therefore we set about
doing a number of things that might make students more intellectually inclined feel at home here. Most recently, what is occurring
with The Fred, a student initiative that we are delighted to support,
is tantamount to proof that others besides the administrators of the
College are trying to work towards a more intellectual atmosphere.
Another proof that we are making progress is how we are seeking to
use Gallows Hill. Students are responding in numbers that astonish
me, quite frankly, to the initiatives we are trying to house there. I
stopped by there not long ago and found Gallows Hill packed with
faculty, staff, students, and individuals from the community, all
gathered for a poetry reading by Hugh Ogden.
We know from a number of surveys that students rarely "vote"
on purely objective grounds on a school. Obviously, there are times
when they do: for example, when a student wishes to pursue a major
in light-cone physics, and the particular institution where she or he
might be registered does not support a major in that one branch of
physics. But far more often, decisions to stay or leave are purely subjective: one decides, for whatever reason, that one's first choice of a
college home might not be optimal. More often than not, these
decisions are based primarily on feeling not part of the whole. In
all these decades, I have found that an individual student "belongs"
to the larger and more amorphous entity called a school by belonging to one of its many constituent parts, whatever those parts might
be. When I have conducted exit interviews with students (here and
elsewhere) choosing to leave, I have always found that they decide
to leave at the end of the day because they feel that they do not
"belong." And having watched thousands of students at four quite
different institutions, I have myself concluded that those students
who are involved in some significant part of the institution are
those who always feel themselves most at home at the institution
itself: whether it be an athletic team, the Chapel Singers, one of the
theme houses, one of the numerous clubs on campus, or a social
group such as a sorority or fraternity. A school is always far more
than the sum of its constituent parts, but those parts do connect a
student to the more theoretical entity of a school, in our case, to
Trinity itself.
Back to a few salient facts that can never be overstated. First, the
data show that some 40 percent of all students may consider transferring to another institution within the first four semesters of that
individual's presence on a campus. Second, Trinity's data are not
indicative of a significant institutional problem at the present time.
Third, we are working on a number of initiatives to respond to whatever retention issue we may have on campus. I never want someone
to leave Trinity because we have somehow failed to live up to that
student's expectations, hopes, or dreams.
Not long ago, I had lunch with a student who is a good friend
of mine. He had transferred from a larger university to Trinity a couple of years ago. He and I discussed why he had chosen to leave his
larger, more bureaucratically driven university to come to Trinity. In
the main, he came here because he wanted to know his professors,
and he wanted his professors to know him. He is very involved in
a number of activities on campus. He feels that he "belongs" to
Trinity because he "belongs" to a number of constituent parts of the
whole.
These days when I am off campus so much of the time meeting
alumni and trying to raise significant dollars to insure Trinity's
future, I come into contact with hundreds of former students. They
"belong" to Trinity because of what this College meant to them.
And I would posit that such will be the case decades from now
when our present students are in their proverbial shoes.

Please send any questions for President Jimmy
Jones to tripod@trincoll.edu

Fiscal Transparency Necessary at Trin
with the student info session and own finances do.
Rumors
all, I know only about nine peo- abound every year about misuse
ple went, but you gotta keep at of student funds by many organiIt seems one it). Instead, I'll pick up a new zations including the SGA itself
cannot go four card, financial transparency. In being accused almost yearly of
minutes
at many cases, I have been softly dis- budgeting extravagant year-end
The Budget
Trinity without couraged from asking where parties for itself
hearing some- money is coming from and where Committee should be responsible
thing related to it is going. I would call for a full for publishing to the student
the budget and breakdown of the major costs of body a twice-yearly breakdown of
its general state campus operation for faculty and the costs incurred against the
In addition, the SGA
of perpetual crisis. The current student oversight if I thought that SAF.
calling
for
such
a
thing
would
get
should
establish an oversight
budget crisis is generally blamed
me
anywhere.
We
deserve
to
committee,
separate from the
on the poor financial practices of
know
things
like
how
much
Budget
Committee
and preferably
the presidential administrations
previous to President Painter's money the firing of an adjunct with administrative involvement,
(particularly the heavy spending professor saves the school and .to monitor institutional spending
of President Dobelle). The sud- where that money is being used as well as the SGA's self-budgeting
denly fiscally conservative trustees instead. I think that the bigger - the SGA's misguided attempt to
brought in President Jones par- problem however is that no one pay its executive board two years
tially for his reputation as a on campus truly has full oversight ago proved the need for this.
I've always said that if my
fundraiser and in order to stabi- over campus spending, if somelize . the college's finances. one did the Post Office probably mom ran Trinity we would never
President Jones swiftly appointed wouldn't have run out of money have a budget problem. Always
one to save a buck, her policy
Early Reese Vice President of last semester.
Another issue on campus lies generally revolves around the heat
Finance for the same reason.
While I have no doubt that in the Student Activities Fund. going on in December and shutfundraising has skyrocketed, have The SAF is, for all intents and ting off in early March, along
our spending practices really purposes, under the almost com- with a full month of air condichanged?
Despite perceivable plete control of the SGA. The tioning in August. While budget
budget cuts, this school still SGA Budget Committee, itself cuts are necessary in many cases,
seems to me to be hemorrhaging only meant to be an organ of the what we really need to do is start
money, due to poor financial SGA, has authority over how that getting cheaper. The solution is
oversight. For example, anyone money is allocated to organiza- not to stop spending as we have
can see that heating Gallows Hill tions. This is yet another exam- been but to spend much smarter
Lounge to a temperature so ple of spending without over- than we have been. The establishunbearable that the air condition- sight. Now I know we enjoy ment of The Fred on the ashes of
ing has to be turned on to coun- being independent and all, but Tutorial College is one example
Rather than simply
teract it does not make financial frankly I would trust an adminis- of this.
trator far more with the SAF than killing Tutorial College, a more
sense.
I won't bore you with the old I do a committee consisting cost effective option was estabcard of the administration not entirely of students, all of whom lished that is, in this author's
informing the students what's have their own biases. The SGA opinion, much better for the
going on (but seriously guys, you also suffers from the same lack of Trinity community than Tutorial
were doing so well last semester transparency that the college's College ever could have been.
ByJOETARZI
OPINIONS EDITOR

Senior Giving Ups Trinity's Rankings
By JEANNE HAYES
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Okay seniors, it's time to
'fess
up.
Senioritis has
kicked in and
more of us. can
be seen playing
campus
golf
than studying in the Grand
Reading Room. Our relaxed attitude is deserved for all of the
hard work we've put in these last
few years: we've struggled
through Empirical Methods,
slogged our way though Micro
arid have strained our necks
pulling all-nighters. So do chill
out and do take a deep breath
because in less than nine months
we're going to be out in the real
world at the bottom of the heap
once again. Rather than playing
golf, you will more likely be caddying for your boss.
As you enter this new phase
you may think the benefits and
responsibilities of Trinity are
behind you. But as new alumni
you will be part of a much larger
group of Trinity graduates. Some
of you may return to tailgate at
homecoming, others may join
Trinity Clubs in various cities and,
others might subm_t' humorous
stories to The Trinity Reporter.
Trinity is so committed to its students, past and former, that the
benefits of our education at
Trinity don't end with gradua-

the Senior Class Gift. Your donation.
The Alumni Ambassador pro- tion will not go to a bench that
gram is committed to helping will go unused because it is
you stay connected to the school. placed in an obscure location on
Whether you are teaching English campus. Instead, your donation
to students in Taiwan or enslaved actually wilLhelp two very deservon the 31st floor of the Goldman ing students pay their tuition at
Sachs building, Trinity is always Trinity. The Senior Class Gift is
recorded in our alumni giving at your fingertips.
Trinity has given us seniors a and an increase in alumni giving
is one factor that
great
many
U.S. News and
things (perhaps
The
Senior
Class
Gift
World.
Report
most notably our
considers
when
wild and fun
is recorded in our
ranking
schools.
memories).
alumni giving - and an We now have
Trinity will conincrease in alumni giv- power and can
tinue to be a
resource for us,
ing and an increase in propel Trinity
from the 30th
not just as we list
alumni giving is one
spot.
it as our college
factor that U.S. News
on resumes, but
A s seniors, we
we
and World Report con- will be counted
also
as
the
explore
in these alumni
siders when ranking
world. For this
giving'
rates.
schools.
reason,
it is
While we hope
important that
that your donawe continue to
tions are comgive back to the school in the mensurate with your appreciation
years ahead. Sure, we dropped to for Trinity, every dollar helps.
30th place in the U.S. News and Senior contribution is vital to
World Report rankings, but increasing the percentage of
wouldn't it be great if we were a alumni donors. As President
top ten liberal arts school when Jones notes, the percentage of
our children want to follow in students participating in the camour wise footsteps and attend paign this year is more vital than
Trinity in 2030? Student and the actual amount of money
alumni giving is one way we can raised. We are hopeful that as in
guarantee that the reputation of past years, a generous former
Trinity is reported accurately in Trinity alum will step forward and
the future.
match our earnings. Last year,
The first way we can give back
to the school is by donating to
see SENIOR on page 9
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Times Have Changed
Celebrate Experiences, Senior Class
'Neath the Trinity Elms Warmth of IDP Students Gift Shows
Gratitude
continued from page 7

lems, is highly encpuraged. Just
make sure that you are politically
correct and don't anger anyone
not in those groups and you
should be fine.
Make sure you go to the football game against Amherst and any
other sporting events on campus.
The parts of the school not run by
the fraternities are dominated by
athletic teams. Despite the fact
that this is a Division III school,
the importance (read: money)
given to sports is comparable to
that of our Division I cousins.
The football team will remind you
of the glory days of old Notre
Dame. Even though they don't
participate in the national playoffs, they are perhaps the most
powerful of the teams. In order to
play eight games a year against
only league opponents, they
require huge amounts of money
that are draining our already
indebted school.
The squash
team, long one of the best programs in the nation, is another
powerful body that receives a huge
amount of school funds. Hockey,
baseball, lacrosse, basketball... the
list goes on. Of course, I'm basing
this on absolutely nothing and
with the full knowledge that if any
of the athletes don't live up to the
academic standards of the school,
they aren't allowed to play. Just
go to the games.
We've all heard .about Jimmy
Jones and the great effort he's putting in to not only get us through
the budget crisis but also improve
the school as he goes. Though

he's probably the best president
since Ike was in office, this all
seems to be smoke and mirrors.
Some of the students, judging the
administration solely on a few necessary actions like cutting Tutorial
College and scaling back some of
the college's other programs, have
decided that the school is going
downhill fast. They really don't
have much of an idea as to what is
really happening, and they're using
fairly weak arguments like drops in
a subjective rankings system to justify their claims. Most of the
other alumni seem to have bought
in, if their letters to the editor are
to be believed, so you might as
well jump on the pile too. There's
never enough negativity at Club
TrinX!
Always remember to pop the
collar of your polo, and make sure
that your wives have their best
North Face jacket ready for the
cold. Trinity is just as preppy as
you remember it being, but the
students have traded in thensweaters and letterman jackets for
some more modern apparel.
Anyone not following this dress
code will be ignored by shallow
and superficial guys and gals, so
try to fit in.
These rules may seem a bit
overwhelming, but you need to
follow them if you want to get
through the weekend. Trinity has
become a place of absolutes and
there's very little gray area for you
to situate yourself in. Keep these
rules in mind and you'll gain the
favor of the campus, which means
you'll make it home alive. Oh,
and Go Bants!

Beauty of Beastie Boys:
No Talent, No Spinning
about this. He did the ad that
showed the Saab driving through
back at his videos, you don't the snow, with the famous line:
think, "Wow, he's making no "The car for winter."
effort. That's rad."
No, you
Everyone knows, of course,
think, "Nice do. Oh, and how that a Saab has nothing to with
glad am I that I was only in winter, even if it is made in
kindergarten in the early c90s?"
Sweden. In fact, if you actually
try to drive one
The Beastie
across the tundra,
Boys wouldn't
Why is any of this rele- L a p l a n d e r s ,
have
been
Eskimos,
and
vant today? Because
caught
dead
Russian
sub
combreak-dancing
marketers need to get
manders will all
with Leonardo
off the celeb gimmick
laugh at you. But
or Michelangelo.
thing and come back
the ad still hit that
They stuck to
Way
their guns, a.k.a
to the real-deal Beastie Beastie
screaming and
uthenticity.
Way ... Brand an image aOgilvy
s o u n d i n g
brought
or ad that's distinct, as home the bacon.
obnoxious. And
we are all proud
So when we
well as natural to the
of them for it.
Bantams
are one
product.
Why is any
day
running
of this relevant
Fortune 500 comtoday? Because
panies, we've got
marketers need to get off the to keep the Way with us. Now,
celeb gimmick thing and come we can't just completely slack off
back to the real-deal Beastie Way. and think real-deal branding will
Michael Strahan's great, but alone win out. It won't, so we've
there's no chance someone's got to supplement the Way with
going to buy deodorant just by some mean management.
looking at his stinky pits.
But the Boys do tell us that
Instead, brand an image or ad outrageous marketing isn't outrathat's distinct, as well as natural geous at all. Remember that
to the product. Clutch advertiser when you pop in them
David Ogilvy knows a little bit melodies.

continued from page 7

campus have never left nor seem
like they have ever wanted to
shocked by them on many occa- leave high school, including me
sions. A lot of the IDP students sometimes. I can understand
have spent the years between why. There is comfort and secuhigh school and college in very rity in the idea of still being a
interesting ways, some more child, of being able to act like a
child, and if someone gets hurt
socially acceptable than others.
What would the campus be or offended by your actions,
like without IDP students? I hey, it's not your fault, you're
concede that for the vast major- just a kid.
So stay a child and you can
ity of Trinity students, life would
go by unchanged. Binge drink- go ahead and throw beer bottles
ing, screaming at over crowded at innocent passers-by, or you
can snicker at
frat parties, and
the disabled cafevomiting
on
What I love about the teria worker. But
parked
cars
IDP students more
the IDP students
would proceed
are
here
to
as usual.
than anything else is
remind
us
that
But for me, a
their fearlessness to
we are not chilperson who is
dren anymore;
take
social
risks,
fail,
not part of the
we
are men and
traditional
and then turn around
women
and we
Trinity
social
and take risks again.
should
act
scene, I'd be
. accordingly.
robbed of some
So whether
of the
most
meaningful human interaction I they are suave black men with
experience in my daily life. golden teeth, sexy blonde
Having IDP students around women with curly hair, or midreminds me that I am an adult, dle aged Russian speakers who
indeed that we all are adults; and always wear the same sets of
this is something that many stu- clothing, IDP students are here
dents on this campus seem to to stay, and this Trinity student
forget. Many students on this would be lost without them.

continued from page 8
the Class of '06 had a remarkable
97-percent participation rate.
$24,000 was contributed by 498
seniors towards scholarship support for worthy students.
So seniors, keep up the campus golf and keep watching
countless episodes of Grey's
Anatomy, but also get excited for
some
senior-only
events.
Currently being planned is a
Senior Night at the Tap. And yes,
we will be blasting the most
memorable of songs from our 3.2
years at Trinity (suggestions welcome). For the more civilized
among us, a Wine and Cheese
Party will also be held to help us
attain our senior class gift goal.
Keep Jimmy's words in mind:
the senior class gift campaign
shows "that our students understand how valuable their education at Trinity is to their future
lives ... [and] demonstrates the
seniors' own realization that they
too have a responsibility, having
received a Trinity education, to
give something back to a College
that has given so much to them."

Along the Long Walk
What is your favorite thing to get in a
care package?
"Cookies are great - or mix CDs."
Emil Crystal
CLASS OF 2007

continued from page 7

"Honey Nut Cheerio bars."
Caitlin Byrnes
CLASS OF 2010

"My cousins found out we were drinking Natty
Lights and sent vodka."
Alex Salusbury
CLASS OF 2010

'I've never gotten a care package because my parents don't love me."
Becket Greten-Harrison
CLASS OF 2007
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The Bushnell

Chapel Happenings

Connecticut Ballet presents Cinderella
Connecticut Ballet will make its first-ever Hartford
appearance on November 4 at The Bushnell, presenting a full-length production of Cinderella, choreographed by Artistic Director Brett Raphael to
the famous score by Sergei Prokofiev. The company is celebrating its 25th anniversary season with
an expanded performance schedule and educational outreach throughout the state. The production features the full professional company and a
guest ballerina to be announced. Production sponsor is Xerox Corporation and media sponsors are
Hartford Magazine and Connecticut Public
Television.
Nov. 4 7:30 p.m.
Ticket Prices: $30.50-$47.50

Tuesday, Oct. 31
4:30 p.m. Faith and Patriotism Under Fire:
Reflections of Chaplain James Yee
Former U.S. Soldier and Guantanamo Bay Muslim
Chaplain, James "Yusuf" Yee, was falsely accused of
treason and was imprisoned. He believes this was
a result of his own religious beliefs and his knowledge of the abuses occurring in U.S. prison camps.
Now he speaks out as the author of For God and
Country: Faith and Patriotism Under Fire. Come
hear his story!
Washington Room, Mather Hall
6:30 p.m. Zen Meditation in the Crypt Chapel
9:30 p.m. Banquet service, Friendship Chapel

Community Service Spotlight

Wednesday, Nov. 1
This week, Habitat for Humanity is recognized for their work in planning and running
Habitrot, a 5K walk/run that occurred on Sunday,
Oct. 22. Habitrot is Habitat for Humanity's biggest
fundraiser in the fall and this year it raised $930. A
portion of this will be donated to local affiliates of
Habitat for Humanity and to Habitat International,
and the rest will be contributed to Habitat's spring
break trip. Profits will also go towards Habitat's
major project, a house that they are co-sponsoring.
When co-sponsoring a house, Trinity takes the
financial burden of building a home in the Hartford
community and sends groups of 10-12 workers two
Saturdays a month to work on construction.
This year there were 75 walkers, and 30 additional people showed up on the day of the walk.
The walk was held later in the day and was moved
from Saturday to Sunday, which allowed sports
teams to participate, including men's soccer and
women's lacrosse. There were also staff members,
fraternities, and clubs that came out to support the
cause. Kelly Mearns, the Habitrot chair said that
"all the teams were really supportive of each'other,
cheering members on and waiting for everyone at
the finish, which was really nice to see/'
Spencer Durland, President of Habitat, was
very pleased with the event. "As my first year as
President I wanted to make sure that things went
well and I was pleasantly surprised by the large
turnout and how many more people came than in
the past years to support the cause." Everyone
who participated was given a T-shirt and prizes
went to the top male and female finishers: Colin
Groark '07 and Gabriele Geier '07.
Participants for the event were recruited
through tabling, fliers, and word of mouth. Mearns
was the major coordinator for the event, getting
volunteers, ordering the T-shirts, keeping track of
the runners, and putting together all components
of the event. Habitat would like to give special
thanks to Charwells and the President's Office for
donations, TCERT, Sarah Hoyle, Joe Barber, the
Habitat volunteers, and to everyone who participated on Sunday afternoon.
-Anne

Bonfiglio-

12:15 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass for the
Solemnity of All Saints, Friendship Chapel
6:30 p.m. Trinity Kirtan (Hindu), Crypt Chapel
7:30 p.m. Guest lecturer: Uzodinma Iweala
The Chaplain's office is hosting a visit by Uzodinma
Iweala, a young Nigerian writer, whose recent and
first novel, Beasts of No Nation, has won high critical acclaim. He will be addressing the question of
the clash of cultures in Nigeria/the focus in part of
his novel. Rittenberg Lounge, Mather Hall

Thursday, Nov. 2
4:30 p.m. Roman Catholic Mass for the Feast of All
Souls, Friendship Chapel
Anyone who would like a deceased loved one
remembered at mass on All Souls' Day, please send
the name of the person to Father Dolan at
michael.dolan@trincoll.edu ~ ,

Hartford Stage
NO EXIT
By: Jean Paul Sartre
A fiendish vision of hell.
Sartre is famously quoted as saying, "Hell is other
people." And he brings the sentiment maddeningly
to life in his classic farce, No Exit. Three sinners are
locked together in a room to judge and be judged
for eternity. Estelle is a nymphomaniac murderess,
Inez is a lesbian seducer, and Garcin is a cowardly
snitch. The three are at once repelled and attracted,
as they confess, argue, and form an uneasy love triangle. A tilting, turning stage is the metaphor for
their chaotic emotions and interdependence Will
their pasts control them? Or can they break free?
j

Runs through Nov. 12
Hartford Stage Box Office
860-527-5151
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Trinity's Zaydee Santiago '09 Registers New Voters
ByKYLEWINNICK
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR
As many of us are aware,
Nov. 7 marks the midterm elections. If you have had access to
a newspaper, you would have
read about Jack Abramoff s corruption scandal, the Democrats
again divided about current
issues, and the Republicans trying to rekindle the gay marriage
issue.
But sadly, if history
repeats itself from the last
midterm elections, only 40 percent of eligible voters will get to
the polls. It seems ridiculous,
but unfortunately, too many
Americans are taking their liberties for granted. In the nineteenth-century, it was common
for 85 percent of eligible voters
to vote (sometimes even 90).
However, it would be wrong to
put the blame squarely on the
shoulders of disengaged voters.
New legislation proposed in the
early twentieth century required
voters to register. The registration process costs money.
Apparently, this was enough to
disengage the multitude.
As
Americans, should we allow
active engagement to further
deteriorate? Zaydee Santiago '09
does not think so.
Santiago has been helping
Secretary
of
State
Susan
Bysiewicz register new voters.
He was on board encouraging
Connecticut residents to vote at
Bysiewicz's state-funded voting
registration event on Oct. 10.
The goal is not only to register
new voters but also to encourage
them to become aware of the
political issues. Since August,
the registration campaign, entitled "Shape Tomorrow: Register
and Vote," has resulted in 28,000
new voters and no small effort
by Santiago. As the Secretary of
State said, "Zee Santiago inspired
quite a few people at our kickoff
event with his straight talk about
how young people may feel disillusioned and uninvolved, but the
only way to change that is for
them to register and vote. We
are thrilled to have him working
with us this year to get the mes-
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Workshop
Encourages
Students
By DAVID GOODMAN
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

Zaydee Santiago '09 stands with CT Secretary of State Susan Bysiewicz and Dan

sage out that your vote is the
most important civil right you
possess." The only way to get
people out there, is a face-to-face
approach inspiring people to
exercise their right.
On the
other.hand, perhaps Diddy needs
to start wearing his "Vote or
Die" T-shirts again.
Anyone
who
knows
American history, or has stepped
outside of his or her door knows
that America in the past and
today has been plagued with discrimination. That is why it is all
the more important to vote to
elect responsible politicians who
can lead our country to a more
tolerant place to live. Santiago
explained his motivations, "As
someone who is both AfricanAmerican and Latino-American,

I do understand that many
young people of color feel left
out of the process. There is only
one way to begin making
changes, though, and that is by
registering to vote and having
our voices heard. Voting gives us
a voice and a power to change
things we do not like. This is the
best way to start making a difference in the world, and I will be
out there through the end of
October working with Secretary
Bysiewicz to get people signed
up
to
vote
this
year."
Interestingly, around 60 percent
of eligible African-Americans
voted in the 2004 presidential
election. Of course voting is
likely to go down, since midtermelections are not as popular as
the presidential election, but in

Close to 60 high school students in the Career Beginnings
program came to Trinity Thursday
night to attend a workshop on
college and scholarship essay writing. The program was designed by
five members the Writing Center.
The students ate at Mather before
they came to the workshop, which
was conducted in two rooms on
the first floor of McCook.
Career Beginnings is a program for junior and senior high
school students from around
Hartford. Its goal is to increase
the percentage of Hartford
teenagers who go onto college and
fulfill their career goals. The students come from a number of area
high schools, including Bulkeley
High School, Hartford Public
High School, Weaver High
School, A.I. Prince Regional
Vocational
Technical
High
School, University High School of
Science and Engineering, and East
Hartford High School.
Courtesy of Valeriano Ramos, Jr.
"Most of the students have
Tapper at a Voter Outreach event.
been with us since their junior
year," said Eileen Peltier, the
2004 not even 50 percent of eli- Program Manager of Career
gible white voters participated. Beginnings. She said that, in order
Perhaps the zeal of young people to be in the program, the students
like Santiago has worked to rein- must maintain a solid GPA, have
vigorate people to vote.
an interest in attending college,
The fact is that one vote out and have the time to devote to the
of 200 million or so does not program. "Many of the students
make a difference. However, the are the first in their families to go
danger in thinking that way is to college," she continued.
that if enough people do it
In addition to various workAmerica's voice is no longer shops, Career Beginnings provides
heard. If you followed the last students with mentors, college
two presidential elections, you and career counseling, and oneknow how close those races were. on-one advising with staff. Career
Moreover, the fact that there has Beginnings also provides fee
been a decline of over 40 percent waivers for both the SATs and for
since the end of the 19th centu- college applications. "We want to
ry is startling. Truly, we need be sure that students apply to a
people like Santiago to remind number of colleges," Peltier
us of this aspect that is one of added. A recent blue ribbon comthe reasons why this country is
so great. Vote!
see WRITING on page 13

Members of the Community Share During Breast Cancer Month
By JORDYN SIMS
FEATURES WRITER
Associate Dean of Students
Ann Reuman was diagnosed with
breast cancer on April 29, 2003.
There were no warnings: no
lump, no family history. She
didn't feel particularly ill or different at all. At first she was
angry - at the doctors for not
catching it earlier, at people who
smoked on the corner who were
voluntarily increasing the odds
of their getting cancer, and at
the cancer itself. She felt she
lost her femininity; her life was
put on hold.
"Dealing with
mortality was not on my daily
planner," she said.
At first, she saw only what

she was losing and what she
stood to lose. But then she saw
all that she had. "You see that
you matter," and little things
such as a caring nurse, a campus
safety officer who sat outside her
apartment in case she needed to
go to the hospital, and her supportive siblings and mother
brightened Reuman's outlook on
the cancer. She was able to joke,
saying that her loss of hair "at
least was cool for summer."
Without a doubt, some of the
most positive influences on her
outlook were the stories from
other survivors, as it normalized
her emotions and experiences to
hear of other women dealing
with the same issues. It also
gave her hope as she began "to

learn that women can live with,
through, and beyond cancer."
Last Wednesday, Oct. 26,
Reuman and her oncologist, Dr.
Patricia De Fusco, both gave presentations on their experiences
with breast cancer, with Reuman
giving a very personal, very moving account of her experience
and De Fusco giving an equally
moving presentation concerning
the facts and figures of breast
cancer and other cancers which
piague women throughout the
world.
Molly Goodwin '09,
community service chair of
Hillel, organized the event as
part of Breast Cancer Awareness
Month with help from Laura
Lockwood and the Women's
Center, Cheryl Gerber '07 and

Zeta Omega Eta, Lisa Kassow,
and Sarah Hoyle '05. Reuman
serves as the Associate Dean of
Students at Trinity and received
her B.A. in philosophy and
English from Williams College
and her M.A. and Ph.D. in
English from Tufts University.
She has taught at Milton
Academy, Wheelock College,
Tufts, and Trinity. Reuman has
been extremely influential in her
efforts to enhance Trinity's community, to encourage diversity,
and to assist with the transition
of first-year students. She is also
closely involved with health,
wellness and safety initiatives, as
well as the women's center and
other women's groups.
De Fusco, the oncologist

who treated Reuman during her
battle with breast cancer, graduated from Bryn Mawr College
and went on to receive her medical
degree from
Boston
University School of Medicine.
She is currently on the senior
staff of the Department of
Medical Oncology at Hartford
Hospital. Over the years, she
has won numerous awards for
her work with cancer from both
the American Cancer Society
and Hartford Hospital, and
additionally has served on many
hospital and academic committees.
It has been a little over two
years, and nine months since
see REUMAN on page 14
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New Tan Van Brings Trin j CT Legislature Courts Trinity Interns
Students to Tan Lines
Rober '07 recommends students
to actively investigate the partisanship and political agendas of
Trinity students gathered in several legislators by visiting
Seabury for an intimate presen- Web sites like www.votesmart.org.
tation
on the Legislative Furthermore, Evans has conInternship Program this past tributed to the students' positive
Wednesday, Oct. 25. Professor experiences. She explained that,
Diana Evans of the Political "There's a great desire to have a
Science department and four Trinity intern. Your advantage is
Trinity seniors shared their indi- that I pick legislators who have
vidual experiences as well as worked with Trinity students
information on the program, before and have really good
proven
track
and encouraged all
"I
had
a
phenomenal
records,
and
interested students
who
I
believe
to apply for the
experience. As a
will work well
spring semester.
Trinity student you can
together."
The program
learn how a bill
The deadprovides students
line
for applithe chance to
becomes a law, for
cation submiswork on an indiinstance, but I could
sions
is
vidual level with a
never have understood
Wednesday,
Connecticut legisNov. 1. After
lator and to witwhat the process was
reviewing the
ness the legislative
like until I witnessed it
applicants, legprocess firsthand.
firsthand."
islators will be
Interns serve as
invited to a
aides
to their
reception
at
respective legisla-Jessica Andrews '07
the
Smith
tors,
assisting
House to give
them with any
number of tasks, including students and legislators a chance
research and casework. Evans to meet and set up interviews.
explained that, "The state legisla- Students then interview with
ture deals with enormously several legislators and are
important issues - most health informed of their acceptance to
care, education, and crime issues the program sometime in
belong to the states." There is an December. The program begins
effort to pair aides with a legisla- in January and entails a weekly,
tor of the same parry preference three hour seminar, which
and whose specific area of inter- bestows four credits, one of
est in legislation appeals to the which is applicable to.the politiintern. Accordingly, Monica cal science major; the remaining
By MOLLY DINCE
FEATURES WRITER

By LIZZIE BROWN
FEATURES EDITOR
Vincent "Vinnie" Deluca and
his wife, Audrey, opened Tan
Lines on April 27, 1994, in West
Hartford. Initially, Tan Lines featured three tanning beds. Over a
decade later, Tan Lines has
expanded to 14 tanning units
(including beds and stand-up
booths) and an airbrush system
that Audrey manages. The
Deluca's most recent business
venture is the "Tan Van."

ter! Also, Tan Lines is obviously a
family business, so tell us about
that too.

Audrey: Tan lines is a familyowned and family-run business
that has come to be a huge part
of our lives. Before Vinnie and I
had our daughter, Ravin, who is
now 14 months, we always joked
that we already had a baby - Tan
Lines. Now, having my own business means a lot to me because I
am able to raise my daughter without daycare. It works out really
well because, already, Ravin loves
Trinity Tripod: So ... What's the people.
Tan Van? How did you come up
At our salon, we take pride in
with the idea for it?
our family-oriented atmosphere,
as well as our connections to our
Vinnie Deluca: I came up with community. Vinnie has been a
the idea for the Tan Van after youth football coach in West
years of watching students pay for Hartford for 14 years and Tan
rides from the local taxi services. Lines sponsors the program. In
The rides are very expensive. The fact, one of Vinnie's first players
Tan Van is the first in the country now helps him out by working
to service local colleges with a the store at night. We feel the famweekly schedule to bring students ily atmosphere is comforting to
from school to Tan Lines and students who are missing families
back. We are going to offer this of their own. Additionally, we
service throughout the school have had many loyal customers
year because we believe that safe, who, for years, are drawn to our
dependable, and inexpensive ride friendly service and quality prodis important to the students.
uct.
We feel the idea reaches out to
an untapped market. We are not
Vinnie: My wife, Audrey, and I
taking
anyone
else's
have really taken the time to excel
customers;rather, we are finding at what we do. We have taken
new ones in people who are numerous classes on all the latest
unable to tan because they do not products and equipment to stay
have the opportunity.
current in the tanning business.
Audrey Deluca: The idea for
the TanVan came into being after
seeing students with transportation problems. Even if students
have vehicles, parking and fuel
prices are a big issue. We feel that
public transportation is not only
a business growth opportunity,
but important with our country's
fuel and environmental crisis.
Additionally, being parents ourselves, safe rides for young people
is important to us, and should be
for the entire community.
Tripod: Tell us about your daugh-

We passed classes and are "Smart
Tan Certified" which means we
are equipped to answer all of our
customers' questions.
Tripod: How many of your customers are students? What kind of
special offers do you have for students on a budget?
Vinnie: Since opening, we realized
that students are a big part of our
tanning business. We also realized
that most students are on a tight
see TRINITY on page 14

A\A Financial Info Session
AX.-\ will b<* on campus lo discuss their sales
opportunities. To help yon siucv.rerl - and help
dim!- achieve lucir fijiHiidal goals - thov
pro* i&> much in the way of training, resourc
and incentives. Please come Iwar them sp*»ak
in learn IKMV you can become part of this
dynamic opportunity.

Career Services
Wednesday, November 1
6:00pm

three credits count towards general education requirements. If a
student decides to intern parttime, he or she is required to
intern two times per week and
attend the weekly course, which
will grant the student two credits. The course is the main basis
for the student's grade in the
overall program.
The program invites students
of all academic concentrations
and ages, though an interest in
government is crucial and preference is typically given to upperclassmen. Although an extensive
background in government
courses or a political science
major is not required, it is beneficial to have taken a course in
American National Government.
Rober also expressed her positive experience as an intern: "It's
a wonderful environment; there
are very few opportunities in life
to work in such a comfortable
and instructive place like this
one. I think it was an overall
amazing experience."
Interning generally demands
35 to 40 hours per week.
However, Peter Anderson '07
encourages interns to work
"beyond the required hours
because the late nights and extra
effort is what will really prove
your dedication, which becomes
important to sustaining a relationship after you finish the
semester." The opportunity for
networking is one of the prosee INTERNSHIP on page 14

Around Trinity
AT Hearts Non-Ho-ish
Halloween Costumes
AT would like to honor those rare individuals who opted to deny their inner-skank this
past All Hallows weekend. Firstly, AT would like
to issue props to a certain sexy senior who traded in her golden locks for a gray coif in order
to embody our beloved Chartwells employee
who may or may not be named after the Virgin
Mother. We totally dug the nametag (but we
would like the lanyard back! haha jk - but not
jk). Another costume AT admired [and was
grossed out by] was that of the cardboard star
decorated with many a XXX magazine cut-out.
Porn Star ... get it? Soco clever. And AT would
also like to commend the scary sophomore who
dressed himself with a black hood, blinking red
eyes, and a cloak. Freaking people out is what
Halloween is all about, afterall. That, and candy.

AT Hates Commando
Creeper ... Barf!
Now that AT has touched upon last weekend's non-skanky costumes (which we truly
appreciated), AT will now address the skankiest
"costume" EVER in the history of life. Ewww!
Sidebar: can it ACTUALLY be considered a
"costume" if all that said "costume" consisted
of was a tube sock and an uber-ug camo hat?
You were wearing even less than some of. the
girls from last Spring's Playboy fete. Also, your
ensemble might be thought of as borderline
inappropriate for other reasons. Brown paint?
You think you're pretty fly for a [non?]-white
guy? AT doesn't think fo. And that huge gun
you were toting? Purely trying to compensate
for something... AT knows that. That tube sock
didn't hide (or enhance) anything .. tee-hee!

M.O.-ers M.O.-ing in Many
an Awk Setting
As per the average Saturday night, AT witnessed the late-night coupling-off of many
Vernon Street party-goers. Horny revelers were
seen getting down in a slimy stairwell, seemingly unconcerned with whatever ghosts or ghouls
may have been floating by ... or crawling on the
floors.
Another oh-so-romantic setting in
which two masked M.O.-ers were M.O.-ing was
the broom closet. Surprise: hooking-up amid
the mops proved to be the anti-aphrodisiac. As
soon as the drunken damsel found a way to
escape her claustrophobia (and undesirable
partner), she bolted, scattering dust-pans in her
wake. One member of AT may or may not only
know about these canoodlers because we were a
part of the action, well that fact is entirely
immaterial... stop judging.

No Fighting, No Biting ...
And No Kicking Doors Either!
Channeling Brit and K-Fed for Halloween?
Loves it! Channeling their domestic disputing
tactics outside of first-year housing at four in the
morning? Negative loves i t While AT can understand that this argument might be as serious as
the problems Brit had with K-Fed's baby's
mamma and his spending all of her money on
two-thousand-dollar Converse sneakers and diamond rims, no one wants to hear "You can't satisfy this, I'm all wo-man!" when they have to get
up for an 8 a.m. class. As if this little "therapy"
session wasn't cathartic enough, "K-Fed" made
like a three-year-old in time-out and ran to the
nearest door to give it a swift ass4dcking, complete with the badass sound effects of glass shattering. So street, so hot.

October 31, 2006

Writing Center Hosts Local Students
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continued from page 11
mission enacted by Mayor Eddie
Perez showed that students were
applying to fewer schools than
they would have liked because of
the added cost of multiple appEcations.
The students in attendance
were asked to come up with topics
special to them, and that they
might want to write their essays
on. They then did a 10-minute free
write on the topic about which
they felt strongest. The Writing
Associates in one of the two
rooms, Jorge Amaral '07, Emily
Cooperman '07, and Molly Dince
'09, shared their own essay topics
to help jumpstart the students'
own topics. They talked about various aspects of writing effective
essays, such as purpose, voice and
writing for a specific audience.
Emma Bayer '07, Laurel Valchuis
'07, and Jessica Hart '08 led the
other half of the students. They
encouraged the students to try
and grab the reader's attention
from the beginning of the essay,
and to write as if they were speaking in their own voices.
Amanda Rodriguez, from
Newingtpn High School, had the
opportunity to read her essay
aloud to the entire group. "I was
nervous, but I reached my goal in
capturing the audience," she
reported. Her essay was about her
best friend Lorenzo, a funny,
inspirational individual, who was
shot and killed while walking
home from a basketball game. She
wrote about the difficulty-of-the-experience and how it made her a
stronger person. She cited music
as one of the main things that
helped her through it.
Rodriguez's mentor, Vanessa
Harper, was sitting proudly beside
her as she read the essay.
"[Vanessa] keeps me focused on
my applications and scholarships," Rodriguez said. She also
praised the program that brought
her to the workshop: "It helps me
stay focused on trying to get into

AQUARIUS
January 20 - February 18
Homecoming is not Woodstock, nor is it Ozzfest. It
is not the Anger Management tour but it is definitely not a night at the ballet. There is a delicate balance to maintain, so keep your antics to a minimum.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Going too far - it's possible

PISCES

ARIES

Sam Lin

on Vernon is an enjoyable event
that brings these two communities
together in a celebration of candy
and mildly frightening fun. It is a
wonderful thing for our campus
to be able to offer a safe, fun afternoon and to share in something
that means a great deal to a large
group of local youngsters.
When it was first begun, a
handful of local schools were
invited to attend Halloween on
Vernon. However, the event was
an immediate success, as emphasized by the growing annual number of local participants. 15 years
in, Halloween on Vernon usually
draws upwards of 500 children
and 300 parents with its activities
and treats.
Dressed in costume, this year's
children and their families
enjoyed
haunted
houses,
Halloween games, and a great deal
of candy while making their
progress down Vernon Street,
beginning in the Vernon Social
Center, where student volunteers
in orange Halloween on Vernon

March 21 - April 19

Your exhibitionist nature wants to come out and
play this weekend. Just make sure you're well
acquainted with what your mother always told you
as a child: "Timing is everything, sweetie."
Homecoming Faux Pas: Streaking

Writing Associates give local high school students college essay-writing advice.

TAURUS
college. My mentor is always here
to keep me motivated." The essay
she read was for her application to
UConn, but Rodriguez's first
choice is Spelman College in
Atlanta. She hopes to major in
Criminal Justice, but she really
wants to be a singer.
Latasha Douglas, a student at
the Connecticut International
Baccalaureate Academy in East
Hartford, also found the program
extremely
helpful.
"Career
Beginnings has helped a lot. They
bring us to a lot of different workshops to learn about the college
process," she said. The Writing
Associates encouraged her to add
more detail- to her paper; so that
the reader could get a better idea
of her grandmother, the subject of
her essay. Douglas is interested in
a number of schools, including St.
John's, CUNY Brooklyn, Clark
University,
and
Howard
University. She wants to major in
business, but is also considering
broadcast journalism.
Her mentor, Rachel George,
gave high praise to the program.
"It's a great program because a lot
of students don't have guidance at

home. It's hard to be motivated
because the college process is
overwhelming, so it's good to
have an adult to help them, someone who's been through it
before."
After finishing work on their
essays, the students received sample papers to critique and discuss.
They talked about the focus and
tone of the essays, as well as good
and bad ways to answer prompts.
Bayer and Valchuis closed their
session by distributing short
guides on writing effective essays.
They also gave the students their
e-mail addresses, encouraging the
them to send their papers for further revision-and help. *
The students were still making
their way out of McCook as
Amaral stayed behind picking up
loose papers. Amaral, the co-head
tutor at the Writing Center and
one of the creators of the essay
workshop program, expressed his
satisfaction with the program. "I
think a lot of the students really
got a lot out of it, and got good
starts on their essays. They were
definitely responding," he said
with a smile.

Hartford Kids Find Treats on Vernon
continued from page 1

February 19 - March 20

Midterm week still has you swamped - but you
don't need to use every opportunity to get it done.
Leave your Charlotte Bronte and Bio lab in your
room. There's time to worry about it on Monday.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Bringing h.w. to the game

shirts handed out candy in abundance. A number of the houses
on Vernon • Street opened their
doors this year; trick-or-treaters
could choose from a variety of
haunted houses, and some of the
treks through decorated buildings
were highly elaborate.
In the AASA haunted house,
unsuspecting children and their
parents had their legs grabbed
while walking down a dark hallway. A young boy dressed as
Batman professed his bravery
before entering a third haunted
house, while a girl dressed as a
princess promptly told him, "Get
me a piece of candy then, because
I am not going in there." True to
her word, she waited outside for
Batman to return with a bag of
M&M's for her.
This year, over 20 Trinity campus organizations, from Greeks to
community service clubs, participated in Halloween on Vernon,
offering not only their space, but
their time and energy as well.
Additionally, 150 Trinity students
assisted in chaperoning the event,
leading participants through the

maze of Halloween fun. Many of
the Trinity students who attended
and assisted with Halloween on
Vernon came dressed in costume
themselves, and the atmosphere
of frightful festivity on the North
side of campus was remarkable.
The participating students and
organizations put a great deal of
effort into making this year's
Halloween on Vernon both
spooky and successful, a feeling
that was reflected in the eyes of
parents who watched their children recover from the fright of a
monster jumping out of a closet
to grab a handful of candy.
This year's Halloween on
Vernon was another success, both
for the community and for the
campus, thanks in great part to
Trinity's ACES group and the
enthusiasm and participation of
so many Trinity students. If this
year is any indication, we can
expect Trinity to host an equally
enjoyable 16th Halloween on
Vernon next year, perhaps with
even greater participation from
both Trinity and the Hartford
community.

April 20 - May 20

Opening up your fridge, you see the 30-rack glowing in the dim fluorescent lighting, waiting to be
chugged, shot-gunned, and tunneled. Make sure
your skills are up to par with your friends'.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Choking on the funnel

n

GEMINI

May 21-June 21

An excellent tailgate is key to a successful homecoming. Remember, when put in charge of the grill,
don't start marinating with beer, chugging the lighter
fluid, and branding passers-by with the spatula.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Burning the

CANCER

June 22 - July 22

Extra-late nights at the frats and daytime drinking
are part of this weekend's charm. Don't lose all selfcontrol though - you might find yourself somewhere or with someone undesirable.
Homecoming Faux Pas: M.O. with an alum ... of'67

LEO

July 23-August 22

This weekend means a lot of tailgates, parties, and
kegs. Remember to maintain that posture and relax
the throat muscles. Don't let your grip on the sides
slip either.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Falling from yo.ur keg stand
VIRGO
August 23-September 22
You know those horror stories where you open your
eyes first thing in the morning and see a grassy field,
the underside of the bleachers, or maybe the library
steps? Two words: buddy system.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Not waking up in your bed

LIBRA

September 23 - October 22

After enough Bukoff, you begin to think you're
capable of gravity-defying stunts. A tailgate will
never fail with the endless amount of cars and
trucks. Your balancing skills better be in shape.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Bustin' a move on an H3

SCORPIO

October 23 - November 21

When sloshed, you are an attention-getter. Every
song is your favorite song; you know all the wrong
words and all the terribly choreographed dances ta
go with them. Please, save us the song and dance.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Animal House's "Shout"

SAGITTARIUS

November 22-December 21

"Homecoming," you say, "So ... who's coining
home?" Clearly you weren't here last year - or any
of the years before that. Your plans to sleep in and
watch movies all weekend are lame, so fix that.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Staying in

CAPRICORN

December 22 - January 19

Rushing is second nature to you. When you get
" home late from a SI session to find you're behind
everyone else, please keep in mind that rushing with
alcohol always ends messy - and you don't clean.
Homecoming Faux Pas: Drinking too much, too fast
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Internship Offers Unique Experiences
continued from page 12
gram's countless benefits. Each
of the alumni repeatedly stressed
the importance of the relationships and contacts
made
through this program.
Robert Baehr '07 explained
that, "You never know who
you're going to run into in the
elevator or at an impromptu dinner ... besides making some great
friends, there are people working
at the legislature who have done
this internship before and they
really understand where you're
coming from, and are there to
support you 100 percent."
Similarly, Jessica Andrews '07
attested to the program's role in
expanding one's horizons and
opening up unforeseen opportunities as her current job has
resulted from participating in

the program: "I had a phenomenal experience. As a Trinity student, you can learn how a bill
becomes a law, for instance, but
I could never have understood
what the process was actually
like until I witnessed it firsthand
... you're going to meet some
very influential people."
The program runs from
January until May, requiring a
strong dedication and time commitment from its interns.
However, all four representatives
for the program, some of whom
even passed up the opportunity
to study abroad in order to
intern, admitted to having had a
unique and unforgettable experience. There seems to be both
immediate and long-term advantages to the program, including
enhanced knowledge of the government and its operations as

well as networking opportunities. As Evans explained, "The
advantage of working for a state
legislature
like
that
of
Connecticut is that the legislators don't have a massive staff so
interns are in the position to get
really involved and much closer
to the actual legislative process."
There are countless reasons for
those interested in government
to submit an application to the
internship program as it has
proven to be a life-changing
experience for those who have
participated thus far. Because of
the nature of politics and its
ability to influence lives of all
individuals, the internship provides the kind of experience and
fundamental knowledge that
proves useful no matter what
profession one decides to pursue
in the future.

Top 10.
Things to Ask / Not Ask Alumni
at Homecoming
10. "What are you doing now?" Remember,
a long, awkward pause means unemployment. Take the hint and move on.
9. "How is your six year-old that good at
Beirut?"
8. "Out of curiosity, exactly how many years
ago did you graduate?"
7. "Can you get me into the Hall?"
6. "So ... can I have your ID? I can pass for
45."
5. "Did you hear the football team lost?"
4. "That was your wife?!"
3. "Will you make a donation to the Annual
Fund?"
2. "Are you still with
?" Proceed
with caution: you might mistake their last
drunken hook-up for a significant other and
severe awkwardness will ensue.

Sam Lin

1. "Will you buy for us? Pretty, pretty
please?"

Professor Diana Evans speaks to prospective legislative interns about the details and benefits affiliated withf the program.

Reuman, De Fusco On Breast Cancer Trinity Offered Affordable
Option with the Tan Van
continued from page 11

Reuman's last treatment. She
said, "By sharing my.story, you
can learn now what I wish I
learned 20 years ago." Reuman
says that by staying informed
and healthy, by staying aware of
your family history, and by promoting research for women's
health issues, we can all take
steps towards staying healthy.
We should always take time out
of our days to be grateful for
what we have and although,
"You can't change your genes,
you can change your chance of
staying cancer free and living
healthily." By encouraging cancer research, we can band together and make a difference.
Reuman closed her powerful urg-

ing them to remain optimistic.
De Fusco took a more factual approach, providing many statistics and useful facts regarding
breast cancer, as well as other
cancers. In their lifetimes, one
in three women will develop
some form of cancer and the
leading type of cancer in women
is breast cancer, with 31 percent
of cancer in women attributed to
breast cancer.
However, the
mortality rates for cancers in
women are startling. Breast cancer is the second cause of mortality at 15 percent with lung
cancer at the forefront with 26
percent.
As a result, De Fusco emphasized that women should keep
this in mind, as well as the fact
that the number one killer of

Sam Lin
Associate Dean of Students Ann Eeurnan speaks on her experiences with cancer.

women today is not cancer, but
heart disease. By staying aware
of both of these health issues in
addition to breast cancer,
women can make a much better
attempt
to
stay
healthy.
Additionally, De Fusco encourages women to get mammograms regularly, particularly
when you reach the age of 40, as
older women have a much higher chance of getting breast cancer. •

In addition to the more
detailed medical information
provided, De Fusco emphasized
the life long influence that cancer has on a person. Not only is
there the always-looming possibility of a relapse, but there are
also long term side effects from
chemotherapy and radiology.
Women must learn how to deal
with the enormous change that
both they and their lives have
undergone.
As a result, De
Fusco encourages everyone to
look beyond the disease, and
"focus on the human being."
If you would like more information about breast cancer and
what you can do to stay
informed, healthy, and to help
fight breast cancer, you can contact the American Cancer
Society 24 hours a day, seven
days a week at 1-800-ACS-2345
or at their Web site, www.cancer.org. As Dean Reuman said,
"Together we have Ltijpe; together we have amazing power;
together we will rise; together we
will find a cure."

continued from page 12
budget. With that in mind, we
offer students a tanning session
for as little as $5. We also have a
10 percent discount on all packages for all students! We also have
a full line of tanning lotions to
help our customers get faster,
darker, results. Additionally, there
is a full service hair salon that
offers waxing, manicures, and
pedicure in the Tan lines facility.
Audrey: We really offer a wide
variety of tanning options for a
variety of skin types. A combo of
beds and stand-ups give a more
complete tan. When it comes
right down to it, it's the bulbs
that translate into results. The airbrush augments conventional tanning nicely or offers a tan to more
fair-skinned people who could not
otherwise achieve such results.
Tripod: How do you respond to
those who disagree with indoor
tanning?
Audrey: On the whole, we are disappointed with the bad press tanning has received. Indoor tanning
is actually an important solution
to many health problems. We live
in a Vitamin D deficient society
due in large part to an inability to
spend a lot of time outside. Our
protectioQ from the sun is waning

with the degradation of our
ozone. Indoor tanning offers
moderate exposure in a controlled environment. Sunlight,
whether .natural or simulated,
stimulates Vitamin D production
in our bodies. Vitamin D also
reduces chances of some types of
cancer including Breast, Ovarian,
and Pancreatic Cancer. We have
several customers referred by
other doctors for skin problems.
Tanning also seems to help with
depression, anxiety, and insomnia. We have Customers with
Seasonal Affective Disorder as
well as Thyroid problems.
Tripod: Wow! That's really interesting. Anything else you would
like to touch upon?
Audrey: We are proud of our business and are very grateful to every
student who supports it. The students have come to really mean a
lot to our family! Thank you!
The Tan Van picks up Trinity
students at "D" Lot, across from
the Mather Driveway. Pick-ups are
every Tuesday and Thursday at
2:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.,
and 5:30 p.m. and every Saturday
at 12:30 p.m.,. 1:30 p.m., 2:30
p.m., and 3:30 p.m. The Tan Van
brings students to Tan Lines,
located at 60 South St., West
Hartford.
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Triggs First Solo
Album, Creative
Excellence

Artist Spotlight
Ellen Kaye

BySARAYOO
ARTS WRITER

Though Tyler Triggs '09 hails from
Sunshine State Florida, he may as well be a
cult-commotion import from some overseas place too cool for its own good, like
Iceland. Domestic he may be, but the
instrumental in the sophomore's very
first solo album, Tyler Triggs to the
Rescue, are entirely otherworldly. The 14
tracks on the album range from luminous
and kiting to introspective andgloomy, all
with beautiful, expansive melodies that
showcase the talent of a young musician
who is as serious about his craft as he is
good at it.
Triggs' musical career began when he
picked up the guitar in the seventh grade.
In high school, he was part of an improvisational rock band, where he spent little
time writing actual songs but gained a fundamental knowledge of experimenting
with music. The band ended up with only
a smattering of songs but hours worth of
recorded jams. The experience turned out
to be an invaluable one because it was during this time Triggs developed as a musician. "Improv taught me so much about
how music works, how to develop mood
and meaning, and how to develop a climax," said Triggs. By the end of his high
school career, Triggs had composed four
individual songs of acoustic and electric
guitar instrumentals that would eventually
end up on To the Rescue-. "To My
Coryphee," "For Grace," "Upon the
Unborn Life, Unwashed, Unworn," and
"With Allspice Tim." The rest of the songs
on the album were composed the summer
before and during his first year at Trinity,

Tripod Archives

Tripod Archives

Kaye c07 talks to theTripod
about her experience acting,
singing, and dancing.
Tripod Archives

Trinity Tripod: We hear that you are a triple threat:
dance, acting, and singing. Let's start with dancing. What
types of dance do you do?
Ellen Kaye: When I was six, I started Irish Step dancing
with the McTaggart team in Denver. Honestly, I got
into step dancing because my big sister was doing it and,
like most kids, I didn't want to feel left out. By the time
I was ten, I was practicing almost 15 hours a week and
competing all over the state as well as nationally. Irish
Step dancing taught me a lot about discipline and tradition, but by 16, the time commitment interfered with
school and I wanted to pursue my other growing interests. Throughout high school, I danced in shows and did
a little choreographing but nothing formal. I always considered myself to be someone who moved well but never

a real dancer. It wasn't until Trinity that I took a technique dance class. I started out taking modern, which is
perfect for getting comfortable with one's body and
exploring dance as an expressive medium. In my college
career thus far, I have taken modern, butoh, contact
improv and I am currently taking jazz. I intend to keep
dancing because I believe it helps build an awareness of
how to use ones body, which is an invaluable tool for
performing. The beauty of the dance department at
Trinity is that it encourages you to learn technique so
that you can use it to express something bigger than just
"fancy"dancing.
TT: Acting ... Have you been in many on-campus prosee KAYE on page 18

see RESCUE on page 17

Little Miss Sunshine Shines at £% Cinestudio
By ISAAC OMNSKY
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

16

"Time In"
Review
Continued
From Page 1
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DVD Releases

"Tyler Triggs
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Rescue"
review
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Cinestudio

As the feature film directorial debut
of Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris, a
seasoned music video tandem team, and
a script by first-timer Michael Arndt,
Little Miss Sunshine has tapped into an
ever-more popular genre of kitschy and
simple ensemble comedies. Following in
the footsteps of previous music-video
maestros Michael Gondry and Spike
Jonze, the story creates a highly stylized
cast, an eccentric family searching for its
identity in the winner-take-all society of
America. Aptly named the Hoovers, a
dynastic sounding American name as well
as the vacuum classic, the family is a
righteous mix of dysfunction and levelheadedness.
As the tired and unfulfilled matriarch,
Sheryl (Toni Collette) is trying to please
everyone and put whatever food she can
on the table. At the start of the movie,
she takes her brother Frank (Steve
Carrell), the 'self-proclaimed' No. 1
Proust scholar in the country, into her
home after he tries to commit suicide
when one of his graduate students, the
object of his unrequited love, jumps into
bed with the 'Frank-proclaimed' No. 2
Proust scholar. Her son Dwayne (Paul
Dano) has taken a Nietzschean vow of

silence until he can join the Air ^orce
and leave his family behind, only
to be disappointed along the
way.
Olive (Abigail
Breslin), Sheryl's misfit
seven-year-old daughter,
symbol of carefree opti- ^
mism, dreams of winning the
Little Miss Sunshine beauty pageant. Sheryl's husband Richard
(Greg Kinnear) is a motivational
speaker who is peddling a new'
nine-step
self-help
program
designed for winners. Richard,
however, is a victim of his own ,
false sense of success, failing t o j
attract more than a handful of.
participants at his seminars.
The model of realism in the
Hoover's architecturally monotone, 1970's wood-paneled
house is Grandpa (Alan Arkin),
looking out far Olive's sense of
well-being and content to live out his
days high as a kite. Indeed, Arndt has
created many characters, almost too
many, yet is saved by the great sense of
simplicity that Dayton and Faris create.
The film takes off when Olive, unexpectedly, is given a spot in the Little Miss
Sunshine contest.
Sensing a golden
opportunity to save money, family-bond,
and make a winner out of somebody,

Richard suggests they traverse half
the country to get to the pageant in
their bright yellow, dying VW
bus, a vehicle in which the
story moves along.
This
jgi group of seemingly opposite
p y individuals needs each other
f in truth more than they realize, and as we experience their
interactions, we can connect to this
V* very human ethos: living the contemporary American dream, caught
"
up
in the competition and putting it
s
* all on the line, always threatening to
break. Yet the movie also works
because it is funny, both effortless
and hyper at the same time, a highstyle gamble, much like Wes
Anderson's The Royal Tenenbaums.
We feel more of a connection to Little
Miss Sunshine, however, because it
envisions a middle-America, a culture
to which everyone feels intimately connected.
Placing the never quite content winner-take-all mantra in a dying can, all on
the back of an insouciant Olive, we learn
something from the Hoover's journey.
As they roll along, both the Hoovers and
their van experience numerous emotional, physical, and mechanical breakdowns,
see SUNSHINE on page 19
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DVD Releases JDPE Dances with Strong Emotions
continued from page 1

V for Vendetta
Based on the popular graphic novel by Alan Moore, V for
Vendettas screenplay was written by the Wachowski
Brothers (of The Matrix fame) and directed by their protege,
James McTeigue. Controversy and criticism followed the
film since its inception, from the hyper-stylized use of anarchistic terrorism to overthrow a corrupt government and
the blatant jabs at the current U.S. political arena, to graphic novel fans complaining about the reconstruction of Alan
Moore's original vision (Moore himself has dismissed the
film). Many are valid critiques and opinions, but there's no
hiding the message the film is trying to express: radical and
drastic events often need to occur in order to shake people
out of their state of indifference in order to bring about real
change. Unfortunately, the movie only offers a means with
no ends, and those looking for answers may find the film
stylish, but a bit empty.
- Rob Bracco

C.S.I. Miami- The Complete Fourth Season
Horatio Caine, a former homicide detective, heads a group
of investigators who work crimes amid the steamy, tropical
surroundings and cultural crossroads of Miami. His team
includes Calleigh Dusquene, a bilingual Southern beauty
with a specialty in ballistics, Tim Speedle, a cocky yet disarming investigator who is well connected on the street, and
Eric Delko, an underwater recovery expert who knows all
the twists and turns of the Florida waterways. Rounding out
the team is Alexx Woods, the no-nonsense, know-it-all coroner. And, after Speedle is killed in action, Former Patrolman
Ryan Wolfe joins the team. Together, these investigators collect and analyze the evidence to solve the crimes and to vindicate those who often cannot speak for themselves - the
victims.
From www.amazon.com

piece was about spending time
outside of prison. During this
piece, each dancer moved to her
own rhythm and performed her
own steps. The movements
seemed scattered all together, but
when juxtaposed to the meaning
of the song, it fit rather nicely.
The song was about how hectic
balancing a job, family, and the
rest of a daily schedule is. It made
sense that the dancers each had
their own moves since everyone
has their own daily activities. The
movements ranged from small
shuffles low to the ground to
large leaps, heaving the body
from side to side.
A few solos also stood out
among the numerous group
pieces. Lisa Marias, a dance professor at Trinity, performed a
dance beginning with a series of
small steps. Throughout the steps
Marias would turn her head and
walk back, beginning the steps
again. This seemed to symbolize
the idea that she was trying to get
somewhere, but was unable to
reach it due to some limitation,
probably the idea that she could
not escape from prison. Slowly
throughout the dance, Marias
became more and more frustrated performing many small movements but with an enormous
amount of passion. This dedication to the meaning of the dance
was evident in the small details:
her hands were constantly held in
fists and her hair was frazzled by

for a job
e: 2 0vent

the end.
Another strong solo was performed by Lesley Fallow, codirector of Trinity's Theater and
Dance Department. Like Matias'
solo, Farlow performed many
tiny and careful steps. However,
suddenly she would make wild
movements, flailing her arms
above her head and pulsing her
body. The main image that the
textual accompaniment provided
was the repeating phrase: "left
breathless with the thought of
time." The idea of being left
breathless was emphasized with
Farlow's choreography of a beating heart. She would gather her
hands by her chest and perform
a series of heart beats by thumping her arms.
Although there were several
spectacular solos, the group performances that used every performer, singer, and dancer, were
the most interesting and visually
beautiful. One ensemble piece
had a catchy tune that repeated
the motif of "locked in, locked
out" Two performers danced in
the center of the stage surrounded by four other dancers. The
middle two represented prisoners
while the outer four portrayed
prison guards locking the prisoners in. The movements contrasted each other nicely. The pair
inside danced off of each other,
touching each other in a sensual
way, swaying their hips in unison,
and gliding their hands over each
other's silhouettes. Then the
movements would become harsh-

er while they used their long
ponytails as props to strangle
themselves. The guards danced
together changing the rhythm
from soft and smooth, wide positions to more sudden movements attacking a new pose. The
combination of the three elements (two different dances and
song) proved very effective.
While the entire piece was
very deep and depressing, the
final message was about hope
and belief, for without belief people cannot change. Keeping with
the theme, the performers gave a
dialogue about times when there
is no time: listening to music,
smelling the ocean, seeing a
blank piece of paper and being
able to create, and dancing. The
dancers now danced with bright
smiles and joyful movements.
The leaps and turns were full of
energy and they even sexily
shook their hips. This entire section was like a party with very
lively and invigorating music.
"Time In" was a fantastic
showcase of a year-long project.
The voices were real and all of
the dialogue was created by real
inmates. Since the dancers were
able to work with these women
first hand, it made for a more
meaningful and believable performance. The emotions conveyed were extremely powerful
and capable of bringing audience
members to tears.
JDPE will perform this piece
at Charter Oaks Cultural Center
this Nov. 2-4 at 7:30 p.m.

Larges
you.

Thursday, November 2, 2006
Liberal A. rts Recruiting Connection Boston Networking Reception,
6:00-8:30pm,
Courtyard by JMarriot Boston Tremoni Hotel
This reception is for: Students from Trinity, Bates, Colby, Holy
Cross, Connecticut College, Mount Holyoke, Smith and Union;
Boston-area alumni from these 8 schools; and Recruiters from
the companies that are participating in the LARC Interview
Day or Job Fair.
RSVP to career-serviees@trincoll.edu by Wednesday, November 1

Friday, November 3, 2006
Liberal A. rts Recruiting Connection - Boston Job Fair*
lpm-4pm
Courtyard by l\da.rriot Boston. Tremont Hotel
Over 50 area firms will be attending the job fair, and you are
encouraged to hand out resumes and network with employers. Come dressed to impress and bring plenty of resumes?
* The Job Fair is in conjunction with the LARC Interview
Day. The deadline has passed for the Interview Day.

m New York City?
Don't miss youi* ehaneel
Application Deadline; Monday, November
Don't miss this opportunity to qualify for
interviews with. New York firms in the fields of
Finance, Consulting,, Law, Publishing, NonProfit and Health Services. You m u s t apply
e«urly fen* f®J* o p e n i n g s t© qualify few*
interviews? To view participating employers
and apply for jobs, go to
http://www.eeampusrecirrater2.,eom/nyrc/
index .php?script=local-logjjcu
The first time you log in, your usernanae will be
your email address and your password will be
nyrc2G07. Email career-services@trincoll.edu
for step-by-step directions to applying for jobs!
This event will take place on Friday, January
in New York City!
All resumes and cover letters must l»e reviewed by
Career Specialist before applying loir interviews.
Questions? Email Rachel, ant

Career Services Career Services
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Kaye, Trinity's Triple Threat, Dedicates Her life to the Arts
continued from page 15

Erin Barclay to produce and (in all the right ways) was writing I am going to do it, but I know
direct our version of Songs for a and performing an original piece that there is nothing else that
ducnons? Any off-campus? What New World, called Relativity. at La MaMa. Having never writ- will make me happy.
has been your favorite acting The fall of my junior year, I ten anything for performance
attended La MaMa, where I per- before, I chose to use a lot of TT: Singing - You are in an a
experience?
formed an original solo piece at autobiographical material. It is cappella group. Can you tell us a
EK: Since arriving at Trinity, I the La MaMa Annex in Newscary being yourself on stage but little about that? Are you in any
have been involved in as much York City. I spent my spring it taught me a lot about myself other groups?
theater as is humanly possible. I semester in Arezzo, Italy studying and why I perform.
performed in the Fall Revue '03, Commedia dell'Arte where I perEK: I'm in the Trinity Pipes as
Hair, Sweeney Todd, A Man of formed in a final showcase as' TT: How long have you been act- well as the Chapel Singers. In
No Importance, Blood Wedding, well. It is nearly impossible to ing for? What inspired you t o the past, I have participated in
a senior thesis titled HOME, and choose my favorite acting experi- act?
Concert Choir and I also take
I am currently rehearsing for this ence in college because I have
voice lessons. One of the beneyear's Fall Revue. For my final participated in such a wide vari- EK: I started acting in middle fits of being at a small liberal arts
tutorial project sophomore year, ety of theater at Trinity. I would school. We didn't have a drama school, is the opportunity to perI collaborated with Hillary have to say that my most terrify- teacher so my very charismatic form, a lot. I do all of them
Bennett, Vaughn Mauren, and ing and challenging experience math teacher took it upon herself because they each have someto organize and direct a show. I thing
different
t o . offer.
did it because it was fun and Freshman year, the Pipes was
because I liked the people. As I home, something to belong to.
acted more and more, the fun It has also given me a chance to
The Polish word "poza" has a double meaning: "posturing" or
started to come from the process sing popular music and work on
"posing" (as one disguises his or her true nature for public disas well as the people. All of a vocal styles that I don't usually
play) and "beyond" or "trans." 'Working in partnership with the
sudden, I couldn't really see sing. Chapel and Concert Choir
Polish Studies Program at Central Connecticut State University,
myself doing anything else. I got have given me the opportunity
Real Art Ways is organizing accompanying programming includinvolved in high school theater to perform great classic works of
ing a film series, lectures, artist talks, discussions, and social
and knew that I wanted to pur- music often singing challenging
events. This multidisciplinary project is conceived, organized,
sue theater in college. College small group and solo numbers
and produced by Real Art Ways.
theater challenged everything I' with orchestra. Private voice lesknew about performing. It sons are the time for me to train
POZA: Main Gallery
forced me to think about why and work technique so that I am
-Oct. 28 - Jan. 29
people did theater and the differ- better equipped to push myself
ent ways of doing theater. in the other venues.
Curated by the Polish-born and New York based art critic and
Trinity
illuminated for me the
art historian Marek Bartelik, POZA will gather together works
difference
between just being an TT: You are a Theater and Dance
of 31 artists with roots directly or indirectly in Poland, and who
actor
and
being
an artist. In the Major, are you doing a thesis?
currently live in Poland, the United States, Canada, France, and
past
three
years,
I have gone Can you tell us what your inspiBrazil. The artists represent different generations — the oldest
from
loving
theater
to needing it. ration and vision is?
born in the 1930s, the youngest in the early 1980s. The works
Theater is about communication.
are divided between the main gallery, three accompanying exhiArtists are people whose exis- EK: Yes! I can try to tell you
bitions in the Real Room, and accompanying film programtence depends on communicat- what my vision is^but to be honming.
ing. I might not know what it is est, it's forever, changing. At the
See www.realartways.org for more.
I want to communicate and how moment, I am fascinated with

Real Art Ways

the idea of social masks. We all
play many parts or put on many
masks according to the interactions we have in our daily lives.
These social masks are our
mode of survival but can also
inhibit us. hi my thesis, I am
exploring the ways in which
wearing theatrical masks and
working in physical theater can
help us identify our social masks
in order to peel them away. My
current plan is to write a piece
where I play a character as well
as her many social personas in
an attempt to reveal the most
essential elements of who that
character is.
TT: What do you plan to do
once you graduate from Trinity,
in terms of Theater and Dance?
EK: As soon as I am able, I will
go back to Italy to complete a
Masters in Ensemble Physical
Theater. I found that this kind
of theater gets back to the basics
of what it means to communicate. I believe that theater training is about preparing the actor
to better use his or her "bag of
tricks." . There is no one philosophy that does it "right." It's
about trying out all the possibilities for each new experience and
discovering organically what best
communicates. I want to dedicate my life to communicating,
entertaining, acting, singing, and
dancing, and doing it each time
as if it is totally new. I want to
spend my life playing and growing.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed.
From a challenging yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will
become intellectual colleagues. From Eve-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus
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Sunshine Warms the Soul
with 'Feel Good' Morals
matter don't mind."
We come to understand that
providing not only adroit possessing true _ faith in our
humor but also a chance for the dreams trumps a counterfeit
family to transform as a whole. vanity. Little Miss Sunshine is a
Indeed, drawing from Proust, sweet story, a delight to take in.
Frank insists that suffering It does not aspire to be much,
makes you who you are thus, a but its wonderful performances
family that suffers together and spot-on indictment of
grows together. In the end, as American
culture
provide
Olive is the most normal of all enough to enthrall. Indeed, the
the bronzed super-freaks at the movie's success relies on factors
pageant, pushed into competi- of cuteness and irony. It suction by their hyperactive, win-at- ceeds in that it teaches us that
all-costs parents, there is the rev- we can and should feel not like
elation that the Hoovers are winners but like our own persimply-ordinary in their own son, comfortable in our skin,
way - competition is a farce and because winning is not what
what others perceive does not matters."
matter. As Dr. Seuss said, "Be
Little Miss Sunshine is comwho you are and say what you ing to Cinestudio Nov. 1-3; 7:30
feel, because those who mind p.m. and Nov. 4; 2:30 p.m., 7:30
don't matter and those who p.m.
continued from page 15
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Cinestudio
The Exorcist
Oct. 31; 10 p.m.
If you're too old for trick-or-treating but young enough to handle supernatural-sized jolts
to your heart, we invite you to spend Halloween in the presence of pure eviL.on the
Cinestudio screen. We're talking about the cloven-hoofed one, whose unspeakable possession of a young girl (Linda Blair) sent meeker members of the audience running out
of theaters in 1973. Somehow it is fitting that The Exorcist opens in Iraq, where prieston-a-mission Max von Sydow has gone to look for evidence of His Nastiness.
Surprisingly enough, he finds the real deal only after his return to Washington, D.C. We.
suggest that you only brave the undeniably real terror of The Exorcist (the re-cut version
with extra scenes and state-of-the-art sound) in the company of a friend. "Moral Rating:
Very Offensive" Christiananswers.net. This special screening of The Exorcist is sponsored
by The Fred Pfeil Community Project.

13 Tzameti
Nov. 3-4; 9:40 p.m.
Fast-paced and bleak as hell, 13 Tzameti is a nail-biting combination of Fight Club and
Hitchcock's Strangers on a Train. Director Gela Babluani moved to France from Georgia
(as in post-Soviet Union) at age 17, and his first film gets its edgy electric charge from
his status as an outsider. The director's younger brother Georges stars as a recent immigrant chasing the elusive Euro by repairing roofs - until he overhears a mysterious plot
to get rich quick. Snatching the identity of his employer, Georges is swept off to a luxurious home where multinational millionaires get kicks by gambling on a violent game
- with Georges as the unlucky 13th contestant. Political allegory of exploitation or
straight-out thriller, 13 Tzameti has a terrifying climax that will blow you away.

House of Sand
Nov. 5; 2:30 p.m, 7:30 p.m.
Nov. 6-7; 7:30 p.m.

www.cinempire.com
The Hoovers portray a dysfunctional yet normal American family in Sunshine.

Fernanda Montenegro (Oscar nominee for Central Station) and her daughter Fernanda
Torres, who won the Cannes Film Festival Best Actress Award for Love Me Forever Or
Not, are considered national treasures in Brazil. Working together for the first time, the
women create a haunting tapestry of history, played out through the complicated, enduring bonds of mothers and daughters. The film opens in 1910, as an older woman and
her pregnant daughter attempt to carve out a new life in the remote, eerily beautiful
northern Brazilian desert of Maranha. "Sensual, dreamlike, both intimate and epic,
House of Sand is a cinematic tour de force." - Steven Rea, Philadelphia Inquirer.

Tuck Business
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"Bri^gjXpofti in its -I I th year, is taught by senior, MBA' .
faculty|p|feTuck School of Business at Dartmouth
Co^egejfertlfcipating students gain early caneejL . .
advantage,fop-obtaining, and performing effectively "in* ;
Jobs In the corporate and nonprofit sectors. Manylater
attend top HBA, law, or public policy schools,
<*»«p:' is a one month intensive summer academic
Program for ftmiors, seniors, and recent college
graduates, covering financial accounting, marketing,
managerial economics, corporate finance, management
communication, and strategy consuJting.A wide
spectrum of majors is represented. During the Program,
Bridge students also receive resume counseling, on
campus interviews, and access to recruiting companies.
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"Bridge" will be offered twice in 2006: June f I-July 6,
andJuSy I6-August 10.
Interviews November 8, 2606 m the Career Services @ffi«e
Sign up for an informational interview on eRecrutting and
e-mail your resume to Paul.Doscher@dartmouth.edu
For information and online application;
www.tuck.dartrnouth.edu/bridge
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Fall Season Wrap-Up
Men's Soccer
The 2006 season came to an end for the TrinityMen's Soccer season with a 0-3 loss to the
Middlebury Panthers this past Saturday. The
Bantams end their season with a 2-10-1 mark. This
was the final match for four seniors: Russ Smith,
Mike Johnson, Drew Murphy, and Andrew Evans.
The 2006 season produced less than desirable
results for the squad. However, the enormous
wealth of talent among the underclassmen on the
team provides a bright outlook upon future seasons. "The team improved tremendously over where
we were last year," said Head Coach Mike Pilger.
Chris Doran '10 said, "We are a very young
team, only graduating four seniors. We should be
very strong next year. We hope to improve tremendously in the NESCAC." -Christopher Mercurio

Women's Soccer
The Women's Soccer team wrapped up their
season on Saturday at Middlebury. The Panthers,
ranked fifth in New England, defeated the Bantams
3-0 and brought Trinity's season to an end at a 210-2 overall record.
"It was a very difficult season for all of us,"
Iibby Franco '07 stated.
The Bantams fell to Bowdoin 5-2 on October
21st despite two unassisted goals by Devin
Nwanagu '09. and, on Oct. 25, Trinity played
Eastern Connecticut to scoreless tie - the Warriors
are ranked No. 10 in New England.
"I have to disregard our record over the past
season in order to truly appreciate all that I took
away from being on this team for the past four
years," Franco. -Cat Mahei

Crew

Women's Tennis
With junior captains Brenna Driscoll and Sydney
Meckler both abroad this semester, senior captain
Iindsey Rusknder credits her team's 3-0 finish during
the fall season to their work ethic. Much of the credit should be given to the first-year players, especially
with the graduation of key players last spring.
"I think the first year players came up to speed
quickly. Over the season, they became increasingly
confident in their ability to put pressure on the
opponent," said Head Coach Wendy Bartlett.
Their toughest opponent this season was
Brandeis, a match up that was also considered their
biggest win this season. The women won the match
5-4 at home.
During the New England
" Championships, most players performed well and
advanced through several rounds. -Hannah Charry

The Men's and Women's crew teams finished their season Sunday at the
Princeton Chase head race in Princeton, NJ. Bad weather forced the cancellation of
all races but the Men's and Women's eights; smaller boats stayed docked.
Facing a headwind and choppy waters, particularly in the last mile, the men's A
and B boats placed fifth and 10th, respectively. The A boat rowed the three mile
course in 14:39.74, a mere 35 seconds behind first-place Yale. The Trinity B boat
clocked in at 14:53.32, and was the second B boat to finish.
The Women's boats had a tougher
time matching the competition, which
included several Division I and
Division II schools. The Trinity A boat
placed 37 in a field of 54, at 17:48.02
- about two minutes behind first place
Virginia. The B boat was seven seconds
behind, crossing the finish line in 41st
place. -Joanna Hecht

Hartford - Springfield Career Expo
Thursday, November 2nd
lpm-5pm
Rentschler Field, East H:
The Caneer Expo provides you the chatee to:
•

Have your resume critiqued by nationally-

certified resume writers
•

Learn about and apply for internships and full-

time positions. The Hartford,, ING, CBS Radio
Hartford, and others will be in attendance to discuss
upcoming internship opportunities.
•

Attend free -workshops that will give you tbe

competitive edge in your job search.
Business Dress required and Bring* Plenty of resumes!!!
This event is sp&ns&red hy The
Econ&wiic Jt*f%rttteTship9 The
artment o/iofcor. The
cate, ami I&cal c&lleges ti-n-d universities.
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Field Hockey Season Ends with Tough Losses to Middlebmy^ Tufts
By STEPHANIE APSTEEN
SPORTS WRITER

An impressive season ended
sadly on Sunday afternoon as the
Trinity Field Hockey team fell by
a score of 2-1 to the Tufts
University Jumbos at Bello Field
in Medford, Mass, in the first
round
of
the
NESCAC
Tournament.
Trinity's 3-2 win over the
Springfield College Pride at
home on Thursday and 3-1 loss
to the Middlebury College
Panthers away on Saturday, coupled with Tufts' two season-end-

ing wins seeded Trinity as number
five and Tufts as number four in
the NESCAC - and the Jumbos
were the home team in the first
round.
The win over Springfield,
ranked number sixteen in the
nation, was "the best Trinity Field
Hockey game I've seen all season," Head
Coach
Anne
Parmenter lauded. "This was a
huge coming of age for Trinity
Field Hockey."
Springfield took an early lead,
but it was erased in the last 15
minutes of the first half, when all
three of Trinity's goals were

Edwin C. Pratt
Midfielder Katie Curran '08 had a goal and an assist against Springfield.

scored.
Junior
midfielder
Katie
Curran scored the equalizer on
an assist by sophomore defender
Christine Mwaturura with 12:29
left on the clock.
Springfield pulled ahead
again, but five minutes later, senior co-captain midfielder Lauren
Malinowski tied the game again
on an assist from Curran and
freshman
forward
Carolyn
Wblcott.
39 seconds later, Wolcott converted a pass from sophomore
forward Karli "Del Rossi into the
game-winning goal. Springfield
outshot Trinity 10 to nine and
took 13 penalty corners to
Trinity's seven, but the only statistic that mattered was the final
score.
Unfortunately, the game at
Middlebury - who is ranked
number four in the nation - did
not turn out the same way.
Despite Wolcott's unassisted goal
in the first half and freshman
goalie Jill Fraker's seven saves, the
Bantams walked away with a loss
and a fifth seed for Sunday's tournament game.
The tournament game which was Trinity's second playoff game ever - took place in 45mile-an-hour winds at Tufts on
unfamiliar grass turf.
"We were really pumped to
play Tufts again. Slightly tired
after Saturday, but still really
excited," Mwaturura commented
afterward.
Tufts pulled out to a lead in

Sam Lin

The Bantams finished an impressive season with two difficult losses.

the first half, and the score
remained 1-0 until the last nine
minutes of the game. Del Rossi
tied the game up on an assist
from Mwaturura, but Tufts came
back on a penalty corner with
4:02 left in the game. Del Rossi
took an incredible five of
Trinity's 11 shots, but in the end
only one of them found the goal.
"We outshot them [Tufts], but
we couldn't finish. The game
didn't have much flow to it,"
Parmenter explained.
Fraker made one save to end
an impressive rookie season with
106, second most in the
NESCAC.
Junior forward Marisa Shutte,
first on the team and tied for
third in the NESCAC in goals
scored, finished the season with

10, four of which were game winners.
Del Rossi led the team and
was fourth in the NESCAC with
seven assists.
The Bantams' season is over
earlier than they had hoped, but
it has certainly not been a waste.
Their 9-5 regular season record is
their best since 1998, and they
made their second tournament
appearance in three years.
"The future looks bright for
Bantam field hockey, with lots of
young players stepping up [...]
and now you've got a core of kids
who don't know any differently
than that we win here,"
Parmenter said.
"I think we can definitely
bring it on next year," agreed
Mwaturura. .

Longley and Boudria Lead Golf Volleyball Ends Regular Season
to Win at N.E. Championship on Nine Game Winning Streak
continued from page 24

team, and he came through by posting a
162, including a big 78 score in the second
a freshman," he said. "We've been the best round.
one-two combination in the NESCAC [...]
"I was nervous going into the first
even though I felt like the old dog out round," said Grossman, "but I got more
there."
comfortable by the second [round]
After shooting a very solid 76 in the because I knew I could compete with the
first round, Longley stepped his game up a guys I was playing with."
little more, and his
Anderson,
second round 74
Boudria,
and
was the best round
Grossman finished
by any Bantam in
tied for 63rd, 68th,
the tournament.
and 82nd, respecHelping
to
tively. Remarkably,
push the team in
not one Bantam
the second round
finished
outside
was Alec MacColl
the top 100 per'09.
MacColl's
formers, out of a
excellent 76 second
field of 213 players.
round score, tied
This fantastic
for the second best
capping to the searound by a Bantam
son bodes very well
in the tournament,
for a program that
combined with a
saw its team get
first round 80 to tie
better throughout
him for 34th overthe season.
all. His 156 score
"I think
the
was his second best
Sam Lin win proves that
total for the season. Reid Longley 10 shot 76 and 74 to lead the Bantams. we're one of the
The remaining
top teams in New
three Trinity participants all had very solid England and that we are a force to be reckmiddle finishes to help the team to its fan- oned with in the future," Longley said.
tastic final score. Boudria '07 had a strong
Of the five golfers who played at the
finish to another solid year with scores of NEIGA, only Boudria is even an upper79 and 81.
classman, and three other underclassmen
Dave Anderson '10 finished one shot participated in a varsity tournament at
ahead of Boudria and had one of his best some point in the season.
performances of the season, shooting 76
Already a talented group, these
and 83 over the two rounds.
Bantams are likely to keep their play up
Closing out for the Bantams was Josh not only in the spring but also in the years
Grossman '10 in his first outing for the to come.

continued from page 24
were defeated. The Bantams then stunned
Amherst by winning two straight games
and winning the match.
With the win, Trinity moved to 13-4 on
the season and 3-4 in the NESCAC while
Amherst. The Bantams looked to remain
on a roll as they prepared for their next set
of matchs, a NESCAC quad at Wesleyan
University this past Saturday.
In the first match on Saturday, the
Bantams cruised over Bates, winning 3-0.
Moore recorded twenty-nine assists and
four service aces in the win.
The next day, the Bantams continued
their impressive winning streak by defeat-

ing Bowdoin 3-1 and Colby 3-0. With the
victories, the Bantams qualify for the
NESCAC tournament as the sixth seed
and rose to 16-6 on the season and 6-4 in
the league.
"Trinity Volleyball is definitely the
most improved team in the NESCAC and
we proved that by beating Amherst last
week," said Lindsey Beggen '10. "We have
so much fun playing together both on and
off the court. I can't believe the season is
over and we are already in the
Tournament."
The
Bantams
will
travel
to
Williamstown
for
the
NESCAC
Tournament and will play Amhest again in
the quarterfinals this Friday.

SPORTS IN BRIEF
Home Games in Bold

0)

Fri, Nov. 3
Volleyball @ NESCAC Championships @ Williams
(Quarterfinals vs. Amhofst)
Sat, Nov. 4
Football vs. Amherst (12 £0)

Men's & Women's Cross Country @ ECAC

o
Q

D

Championships (©Williams)
Volleyball @ NE|CAC Championships @ Williams
(Semis|||nftfe if necessary)
Men's F r e ^ ^ p i Crew @ Green Monster
(@ Daiwouth)
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Women's Rugby Ends 'Rebuilding Year' in NEFRU Title Game
By ALLISON DODEK

SPORTS WRITER
The Women's Rugby team
had an amazing undefeated regular 2006 season. The success of
this team is largely due to the
great leadership of the coach and
captain as well as the drive of the
girls to come together and play
well.
In September, it was thought
that this year was going to be a
year of rebuilding; however,
Captain Kim Riggs '07 was very
impressed with the team's ability
to work so well to have the first
undefeated season in a couple of
years.
With such an amazing season,

there were many highlights which
showed the talent of this rugby
team. Since losing gifted seniors
last year, the returning players
believed that their season would
be a rebuilding year.
They soon learned that the
whole team was greater than its
individual players by managing to
have an undefeated season. One
particular highlight was the game
versus their rival, the University
of Hartford. Trinity defeated
Hartford in the last game of the
regular season on a' very muddy
field.
After completing the regular
season, the excitement of the
playoffs took over. They went in
not knowing much about the

Sam Lin

After an undefeated season, the Women's Rugby team played in the NEFRU Finals.

team that they were up against.
They ended up playing Bentley.
However, that was the game
where they received their first loss
with the score of 20-7.
The match was a well fought
battle in the wind and rain but
Riggs stated that the toughest battle was mental. Bentley had some
very athletic and powerful
women who could really run with
the ball; however, the women
were able to find the energy and
step it up in the last 20 minutes
of the game.
Even though . the season is
over, the women are looking forward to being a team again during the spring season.
"Each player, vets and rookies
alike, contributed so much to our
team; there is no doubt that we
truly are a team. We have depth
of talent and knowledge now that
we haven't had since the program
began," stated Riggs.
However, in order for the
team to get to the playoffs, the
team had to go through an entire
season's worth of rigorous practices. In the beginning of the season, the team focused mainly on
game and tackling techniques and
the different plays that Coach
Tom Felke believed would lead to
wins on the pitch. Later in the
season, the practices contained
more game situations and scrimmages.
During these practices, the
team would break into groups of
forwards, who would focus on
lineouts, racks, mauls, and hit the
scrum sled, while the backs

Edwin C Pratt
Trinity was a very good team this year due. to a large pool of knowledge and talent.

learned new plays and perfected
the old.
Riggs described the practices
as helpful and successful.
"By
focusing each week on the
upcoming game and the style of
play of the team we're playing,
Coach Felke gives us a cutting
edge over most teams in our division."
Besides working well together
during games and practices on
the pitch, off the pitch the team
grew very close. Team bonding
was very important and meaningful to the girls on the team.
Every day after practice, the girls
would dine together at Mather
Hall and watch movies on Friday
nights before games.
According to Riggs, the movie
of choice was Remember the
Titans
starring
Denzel

Washington. Even though the
season has come to an end, the
players have made plans to see
each other on weekends and
attend functions such as the
Rugby Holiday Party and the end
of year banquet.
Not only are the women very
close, but they all are very appreciative of their terrific coach Tom
Felke, who they nicknamed TC,
'Tiny Coach.' Felke's main focus
for the team was to be technically sound and dynamic on the
field.
According to Riggs, Coach
Felke has "mastered the game of
rugby as well as its coaching.
He's taught our backs some
amazing plays which they execute
flawlessly," and was a big part of
why the Bantams played so well
this year.
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After Justin Holiday '08 returned the
punt 11 yards to the Middlebury 39 yard
line, captain Genarro Leo '07, on third and
four, busted off a huge 33 yard run into
the end zone for his first touchdown of
the game. "This was the best Genarro has
run all year," said McGrath. The extra
point attempt by Kevin Swiniarski '07 was
blocked and with 6:15 left in the first quarter, the Bantams led 6-0.
Middlebury's next drive was another
three and out and another Middlebury
penalty for interference with Holiday's fair
catch started the Bantams' next drive at
the Panthers' 31 yard line. On the first
play of the drive, quarterback Eric
McGrath '09 found tight end Joe Clark
'07 for a 31 yard touchdown pass. It was
McGrath's first of three touchdown passes
of the day. Swiniarski added the extra
point to make the score 13-0.
On the ensuing drive for the Panthers,
the weather began to show its effects on
the game when outside linebacker Matt
Carrier '07, forced a fumble by
Middlebury quarterback Tiger Lyon that
was recovered by Soules at the Bantams'
29-yard line. Trinity then drove down into
the Middlebury red zone, mostly on the
back of Leo, where again, the weather took
its toll on the game when McGrath fumbled the ball on the Panthers' 10 yard line
which the Bantams were unable to recover.
Trinity's next drive never got underway
because after the Panthers were forced to
punt, Middlebury's Steve Hauschka booted the ball down within the Bantams' five
yard line, where Holiday attempted to pick
it up to prevent the Panthers from downing the ball.
However, almost as soon as he picked
it up, Holiday was hit and fumbled the wet

ball, which had been rolling down the
field, and Middlebury recovered on the
Bantams' three yard line. For the first time
in four weeks, the Bantams' defense was
faced with a serious threat deep in their
own territory.
However, the defense
responded with a big goal line stand that
ended with Lanz's sack of Lyon for a loss
of 11 yards to force the Panthers to kick a
field goal and end the Bantams' 13 quarter
scoreless streak.
Immediately after the Panthers' field
goal, the Bantams came out with another
steady drive that featured the ground
game, this time with Lemi Joyner '09 as the
featured back.
Joyner popped off a 32 yard run on the
first play of the drive and totaled 43 yards
on four carries, but on his fifth carry of

the drive, the Middlebury defense forced rushed 18 yards for his second touchdown
another fumble and again recovered it at run. In both cases, Swiniarski added the
their own 42 yard line. The two teams extra point to make the score after Leo's
traded punts for the remainder of the first run 27-3 Trinity.
half and the teams went into the locker
"Guys were open all over the field,"
rooms with Trinity leading 13-3.
said McGrath. "The defense set the tone
At the start of the second half, the and our offensive line played great all
Bantams came out and, as they have done game to give me the time to find the open
in the past few weeks, put the nail in the man."
coffin on their first drive after the break.
The last scoring drive of the game
McGrath completed passes to Connor came at the start of the fourth quarter
Wells '09 for 19 yards, Jeff Pratt '08 for when the Bantams took over after Soules'
nine yards and to captain Chris Olenoski interception at the Middlebury 21, Robert
'07 for a 36 yard touchdown strike that was Jackson '10 rushed five times for 11 tough
reminiscent of Olenoski's fantastic touch- yards and McGrath completed his third
down score last week in the first half touchdown pass, this time to Pratt for 10
against Bowdoin.
yards to make the final score of the game
On their next drive, Trinity put the 34-3. The Bantams moved to 5-1 with the
game further out of reach when Leo win over Middlebury.
After scoring 34 points in each of the
past two games and giving up only three
points over the past 16 quarters, the
Bantams certainly go into their biggest
game of the year next week against
Amherst riding high. Amherst will come
into the game with an identical 5-1 record
as Trinity and the Lord Jeffs rank only fractionally behind the Bantams in scoring
offense and lead the NESCAC in scoring
defense.
The game will undoubtedly be a very
/ : i : • * •: good one, as both teams need to win to
keep their hopes at a share of the
NESCAC Championship alive. How.ever,
with the Bantams hitting their stride in the
past weeks, coupled with all the advantages
that Trinity has over Amherst going into
the game (the home crowd, the home
field, etc.), it will be hard for anyone to
pick against the Bantams this week.
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"We have to play with the confidence
we've had the past few weeks [...] if we play
Sam Lin our game, Amherst hs no chance against
Captain Genarro Leo '07 carries two Panther defenders with him as he fights for his 136 rushing yards. . us." Lanz said.

This week, ESPN.com bracketed a competition between Halloween-themed festivities.
What would happen if we applied this
method of reasoning to Trinity?

Women's Center
Promotes healthy
sexual awareness

SGA
Because everyone loves
a good asshole ...

Welcome to the
Showdown!

PsiU/Freshman Girls
PsiU/Freshman Girls Examines
thongs on
Promotes healthy
female figures
sexual appetite.

SGA
Armed with
fangs and the
biggest sense
of entitlement

Locknetics
Has the code to every
room on campus
Scott Gac
Has the code to every
female student's heart
Chapel Singers
Exercises vocal chords

Disc Golf
Exercises the right to
legitimize a completely
made-up sport
IDP

PsiU/Freshman Girls
Scott Gac
Is that a keg in your
Examines Dixie pants? Cuz I'd tap
Chicks as politi- that...
cal figures

Disc Golf
Was financially
approved to
throw frisbees at
poles

Tripod
Any older, they'd be Was financially
our grandparents
denied to
ridicule student
musicians

Tripod
Any older and it'd be
a credible publication

Tripod

Aspires to mold the
minds of Trin students

Fencing Club
Armed with
rapiers and
Jackie Sparks

Fencing Club
Rescues you from
court-ordered community service
Hfflel
Power of Moses - He has
a staff

Tripod
Is that Jay Acunzo in
your Sports section?
Cuz I'd tap that...
No. Seriously.

SGA
Who the hell let
Joe Tarzi near any
sort of legislation?

Play-In Games
Freshman Girls

Competition voided ...
PsiU/Fieshman Gids
sexual indiscretion
PsiU

Because everyone loves
a good asshole who
quotes Chaucer
TCERT
Rescues you from alcohol poisoning

SGA

Who the hell came up
with the name Trinity
TRIPOD}]

Guided Studies

Ben Schacht

Dungeons & Dragons
Proves chicks
Dungeons & Dragons
really dig a level
Aspires to mold
three dungeon Power of Lancelot - He
Lindsay Lohan
master had Guinevere (if you
mutants
know what I mean ...)
Tan Van
Tan Van
Proves chicks Encourages skimpy
dig themselves weekend outfits that
even more show a lot of ass
Ben Schacht
Tan Van

People think he's
the Fred
The Fred
People think it's
Ben Schacht

Ben Schacht
Encourages chain-smoking and talking out of
your ass

Inside Sports: Get the fall season wrapup on page 20 Get this week's game schedule on page 21
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Trin Offense Rolling into
Showdown with Amherst
By JON SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR
In this past Saturday's
NESCAC football action at
Jessee/Miller Field, the Trinity
Bantams came out with their
fourth straight win, this time over
the Middlebury Panthers, 34-3.
The weather was a huge factor
throughout the game" as heavy
rain and wind gusts of up to 40
miles per hour hampered both
teams. However, in spite of the
weather, the Bantams racked up
34 points, 405 yards of total
offense (153 of which were
through the air) and were able to
dominate
a
very
good
Middlebury team the entire
game.
"Our goal [as a team] is to
dominate the line of scrimage on
both sides of the ball," said defensive lineman D. J. Lanz '08.
"That's what we did [as a defense]
and we held them to [67] yards of
total offense [...] we play thug
football."
Middlebury came into the
game with an identical 4-1
records, but the Bantams proved
early
and
often
that
they were the
better team
through their
style of fluid,
flowing
offense and
hard, smashmouth defense.
The Bantams' defense allowed
the Panthers only 63 yards of
offense, took away three interceptions and recovered two fumbles.
Perhaps more impressive was the
Bantams' third down defense,
which shutout Middlebury on
their third down conversions
(zero for 13) and forced seven
Middlebury punts.

Vo

Captain Christian Allen '07
led the defense with nine tackles,
and 1.5 tackles for a loss. The
Bantams' three interceptions
came from Captain Mike Soules
'07, Paul Mounds '07 and Tony
Coffield '10. Lanz contributed
five tackles, two tackles for a loss
of 13 total yards and one sack for
a loss of 1.1 yards.
The defensive and offensive
lines controlled the play all day
with not only the defense surging
behing the line of scrimmage to
pressure the Middlebury quarterback, but also the offensive line
surging ahead of the line to create
running and passing lanes for the
Bantams' offense to take advantage of.
The artificial turf of the
Bantams' home field proved to
be advantageous because even in
the heavy rain and wind, the players were still able to keep their
footing for the most part and the
Bantams were able to use their
considerable speed advantage to
control the game as they have
done throughout the season.
Middlebury began the game
with a three and out and the
Bantams

responded
with a three
and out of
their
own.
However, a
Middlebury
penalty for
roughing the
kicker on the fourth down punt
gave the Bantams another opportunity, but the offense was unable
to get a first down and punted
the ball away. Middlebury was
again unable to get a first down
on their second drive (they only
had four on the day, two of
which were from penalties).
see DEFENSE on page 23

Golf Caps Season with Win
By PETER DACEY
SPORTS WRITER

the NEIGA with a team score of 311,
which placed the Bantams solidly at
11th among all teams. The team
There are few feelings better for a then displayed both excellence and
team than to go out on top, and consistency by posting a near identiTrinity's Golf team did just that by cal score of 309, leaving it firmly at
walking away with a first place finish sixth overall in the -standings.
among Division III schools at the
By earning the top place among
New England Intercollegiate Golf Division III schools, Trinity outAssociation Champion-ships on paced 21 other Division III schools,
Oct. 23 and 24.
and the 6th place finish was in a
The win caps off what has been field of 43 teams from all three divia tremendously successful season; sions.
after program-best third place finishLeading the way individually for
es in
both
the
NESCAC the Bantams was Reid Longley '10.
Championships
and
among Longley finished near the top
Division III schools at the NEIGA among Trinity players in virtually
last year, Trinity finished first (or a every tournament this year, and his
statistcal tie for first) in both events performance in the NEIGA earned
this season.
him at 11th overall.
Boudria commented afterward
"This is by far the best team that
Trinity College has had in my opin- about 'passing the torch' to Longley.
ion," said captain George Boudria "Reid reminds me a lot of myself as
'07.
see LONGLEY on page 21
Trinity opened the first day of

Upsets Amherst, Will Play Lord Jeffs Again in Quarters

Emily Moore added 35 assists
and two aces. With the win,
which was the team's fourth in a
Trinity's Volleyball team trav- row, the Bantams improved to 11eled to Worcester, Mass, on Oct. 6 on the season, while Clark fell
21 for a match against Worcester to 12 and 10.
The second match of the day
State and Clark University. The
Clark Cougars won their first was against the Lancers of
match over the Lancers of Worcester State College. The
Worcester State 3-0, and then got Bantams defeated the Lancers, 3beaten by the Bantams, 3-1 (12- 1, to reach their fifth straight victory and rise to 12-6 on the sea30, 14-30, 33-31, and 16-30).
Freshman outside hitter Molly son.
Ullman was strong again with
Ullman and sophomore middle
hitter Nicole Cahill were strong 15 kills and seven aces. Junior
in the first match against Clark Lindsey Eichler had 10 kills while
University. They totaled a team- Moore added forty-four assists
and three aces. It was a huge day
high of 14 kills each.
Junior Libero Katie Lenz had for the Bantams.
With four matches left on the
24 digs in the match against the
Cougars, while junior Setter season, the Bantams had to win
By GRIFFIN READY
SPORTS WRITER

Edwin C. Pratt

Senior Wide Receiver Joe Clark beats Middlebury's double coverage by a step to catch the touchdown pass.

at least two to enter the NESCAC
tournament.
It would be the Bantams second straight year m the
NESCACs. For the first of the
last four, the Bantams traveled to
Amherst on Oct. 24. Amherst is
ranked third in New England and
in a complete upset, the Bantams
defeated the Lord Jeffs - who
were ranked first in New England
heading into the game - 3-2 for a
big road victory. Cahill was again
huge in the win over the Lord
Jeffs, recording 15 kills and three
aces.
Trinity had a huge win in the
first game, defeating Amherst 3028. In the second and third they
see VOLLEYBALL on page 21

www.trincoll.edu
Vanessa Forero '08 has been rock solid in the middle fot the Bantams all year.

